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The UNH men's lacrosse
team defeated Boston College 16-4 Wednesday at
BC. See story page 32.
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Fat City will bring their
·own -bra~·d of jumpin'
rock 'n' roll to the MUB
Pub this Saturday night.
See story pa~e 19.
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Dur han l bar s go dry
t

. By Bryan Alexander
, The Catnip Pub and Nick's
- Cafe, two prominent Durham
drinking est~brishments , a.re ·
planning to begin serving alcohol M~mday, after a week-long
suspension.
Both enterprises lost their
liquor licenses after members
of the liquor commission found
them breaking state regulations
by serving minors.
The -catnip _temporarily lost
their license after one underage
employ~e was found _rnnsuming
alcohol while working, according ta Cad McKinney of the
New Hampshire liquor commission. The length of the
suspension is undetermined,
cont_inued McKinney, but the

-managers of the pub expected
to appear before a liquor committee to determine when ·they
will regain the right to serve:
Jim Woolf, manager of the
Catnip, had a different story
than the official state repor~.
He said it was one of the patrons
who was guilty of the offense,
and the Catnip would be open
as of Monday. When he was
informed the official report
stated differently, Woolf refused
. to divulge which story is factual.
'Td rather not comment,"
;aid Woolf, before adding "the
state is never wrong. Whatever
the state says is right."
Nick's manager, Michael Libby confirmed the state report
that one of their patrons was
found ~o be consuming- alcoho'l

- wl?ile being underage:
Libby sa·id the patron entered
-the bar the Friday before spriqg
bteak arid ordered a drink. He
said she had been there often
with positive ·i dentification, so
he had not a,sked for proof of .
age. 'However, once she was •
approached by a liquor official,
she was not able to produce ·an
ID.

. It was found later that the girl
had been using a false ID to
'enter the premises.
Libbey said the Paradise
lounge has remained open for
dancing, but drinks have been
substituted with a juice bar
fea turirig sodas and mock-cocktails.

Boar d.discu ss0_S. MUB spac ~

The Catnip and Nicks bars will not be se~ving alcohol this
weekend, due to a ban imposed by the Liquor Commission
for allegedly serving minors. (Ronit Larone)
,"L' _....:..,_,:;.,_____::_~.: ...:._-~--,'.!_-:-"--:-c:.. .,..-,---:--:-r---;_,,. ~ --.-_ ----::---:--,:---,__ . - .- £

By David Olson
pressed doubts as to the exist- left th .e meeting, Board
The MUB board of gover~ors ence of STVN next yeai::, STVN members were informed that
discusse_d space allocations with General Manager Terry Murray STVN' s expense budget for the
three student groups yesterday, said the organization will "def- remainder of this fiscal year had ·
but did not reach any descision
initely be back again next year." been frozen by the Student
as to the fate of the organizaEarl-ier this semester the Activity Fee Council (SAFC).
tions.
organization was denied Student This fiscal year ends on April
✓
MUB board chairperson Bar- Activity Fee funding for next 30.
bara Connole called the session year. Murray said STVN was
__MUB board member Craig
"a preliminary information- seeking alternate ~reas of fund~ Hasseltine said STVN has not
gathering mee6ng."
,
checked its books with SAFC
. ing.
The three organizations - W'hen members of the Board since January.
whose applications were being expressed concern over STVN's ·
"STVN is going in a negative
reviewed were the Committee possible lack of equipment next direction," he said. "My recom- ·
on Central America (COCA), year due to _lack of funds, Murray mendation is not to give them
the Women's Cente?, and the said 'Tm not very concerned the two rooms." ·
Student Television Network that they are going to take away
COCA member Beth Heyer
(STVN).
our equipment."
When Board members ex After STVN representatives SPACE, page 9

Thet a Chi pledg es
face theft char ges

By Edmund Mander _
Two UNH students have
been charged with theft, following an incident apparently connected with a fraternity pledg·
ing ritual.
Freshman Thomas J. Fyrerf
I
18, ·a resident of Hubbard Hall
and Thomas Elliott, 19, a resident of Congreve Hall, will
appear in Durham District
Court next Tuesday, April 22,
on charges of "theft with unauthorized taking."
Police said they arrested the
students near the construction
, -site for the new Science centeron Coll~ge Road, :and found
them in possession of a road
sign and a large sign from the
site.
Frrer refused to answer qliestions and Elliott was unavailable
·
for comment.
A list of items with pointvalues allot'ted to each obj.e ct
was also recovereci, police said.
As a .result of the arrests,
Thet-a Chi fraternity was due
to face hazing charges, including
of encouraging .o thers
charges
1
to indulge in unlawful acts, in
front of the University Judicial
Board last night. However, the
,h earing was postponed to next ·
·
Wednesday.
"In my view it appeared to
me _that they (Theta Chi
meIUbers) were asking folks to
do things that were in violation
of the law," said Associate
University
the
at
Director of Public Safety, Major
charges
hazing
facing
is
fraternity
The
Road.
Theta Chi's °i-fouse on Madbury
R,oger Beaudoin.
photo)
Rich
(Cindy
pledges.
two
of
arrest
the
following
Judicial Board
1

Inter-Fraternity Council President and Theta Chi member,
Mathew Keenan, complained
about the fact the case is being
handled outside the fraternity
system.
"I was v~ry upset tha.t the
(University) administration
took it out of the Council's
hc,1nds," he said. "I kriow that
they _are ~going to use this as an
example. I think they are going
_
to blow it up."
Keenan said that in the past,
t.he University had agreed to let
the system handle ~ases of
breaches of discipline within
the IFC, but he added that ,
recently, the Dean of Students
off ice complained that the
Greeks had failed to carry out
'a punishment imposed ori Sigma ,B eta fraternity, following
a hazing incident last year.
He added that he thought the
administration was also afraid
that IFC would not'treat the case
objectively because of his po sitions as Council president and
fraternity brother.
"I feel cheated," he said.
'Referring to the charges
brought against. Theta Chi,
Keenan said he thinks scavenger
hunts ·are used by all fraternities
and sororities as part ·of the
1
pledging ritual. The scavenger
hunt is a tradition," he said. "It's
unfortunate that ours -(the list)
.
was discovered."
Not all the items 'on the Theta

HAZING, page 9
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UNH honorSThompson
was, but awa·reness of him h.as besides cows, sheep, horses,
By Jessica Wilson
.. T~elve square feet of choc- fallen by the wayside and l swine, ett. Mr. Thompson had
olate birthday cake will be thought this might start a new an ·interest in a sawmill which
served and 200 blue and white tradition," sai,d Dantels. She said he used, also in a cider mill arid
balloons relea~ed at UNH to the last time '.fhompson'.s birth- .hay sc.rew. Among the sales
celebrate Benjamin Thompson's day was honored by the alu.rnni from the farm were hay, wood·
office was in 1941.
lumber, butter, cheese, apples,
birthday Tu~sday, April 22.
Luci~n Thompson, his ne- cider, vinegar, beef, pork, grain,
"If it weren't fot Ben Thompson, there would be no UNH," phew, said he was "a man of etc. In fact the men employed
said .Polly Daniels, assistant simple tastes, of ·q uiet dispo- were furnished the necessities
director of alumni affairs and sition; although, when aroused, of life from rum and tobacco to
·
coordinator of the bi,rthday quite ~xcitable .... e_x ceediri.gly clothing and food."
Thompson believed .firmly
party.
. frugal and di·sposed to _save
Th .o m p son, for whom , everything from waste." . . · in the use of sound scientific
Except f9r a few months ·of methods for improving agriculThompson,Hall is named, is-the
Durham fa.rrrier who left his teaching schooiiri 1825,Thomp- ttire, and showed .an active
farmland and assets to the.. state son spent his long life tending interest in all proposals · for
fo·r --the ·founding of an agricul- . the apple orchards, hay fields, educating young men to become
·
tural school in 1890. He was and other projects of his farm. better farmers.
Thompson never married. He
born in 1806 and died in 1890 He increased his wealth with
in the same farmhouse in Dur~ · meticulous bookkeeping and courted a young Portsmouth ,
investments.
lady in when h.e was 20 years
ham.
According to his. nephew, the old, but she married someone
"When I was a student here
in , the early Sixties, we all farm had "much help ~mployed, else. Twenty four years later her
learned who Ben Thompson at least three pairs of oxen kept, husband died, , leaving her with
several children, and Thompson
resume_d the courtship. They
were engaged and he gave. her
$1000 to furnish the house, but
an argument broke the eng<!,gem en t at the last minute.
Thompson continued as a bachelor for the rest of his life.
.
Although he lived only with
his housekeeper Lucetta, he
cared for other people. For a
number of years he gave his hay ·
crop to the support of the
Durham Library Association,.
bf which he was a founder and
the first president.
On another occasion he gave
his entire apple crop, amounting
to several hundred barrels, to
the family of a man who had
b~ie n kiJle4 w4iJe ,w.qi;kin,g Jor
the ·Boston and Maine Railroad.
', i\s,1J)0Vlpso9 grew 019-~r )he
became known as the wealthiest
farmer in the country .. Everyone
expected his nephews would
inherit his estate.
When he died at the age of .
84, his will made no provisions
for his relatives. Lucien Thompson said tfos was probably
because of a dispute over the
division of the estates of ThompBENJAMIN THOMPSON ·
son's mother and his brother

Thompson · Hall w·ill be scene of a large spring birthday
celebration of Benjamin Thompson, next Tuesday, with a 12
foot square· cake to be consumed by staff and students and the ,
release of 200 blue and white balloons. ~Bob Klemme photo)

John. Except for a few small honorable calling."
bequests, such as one to· the
At that t:-ime UNH was called.
CongregationafChurch for the , the New Hampshire College of
"improvement of sacred music" Agriculture and the Mechanic
and his housekeeper· Lucetta, Arts. ·1t was located in Hanover,
the entire estate, valued at where it shared buildings and
t490:QQO was willed t9 the state ' some .programs with Dart~
of ~ ew Hampshire td{establish mouth Co Hege . Over the · 2 3
an agricultural school 20 years years the colleges sha_red facil ~
after his death.
ities, a rivalry developed be-,
He required the state tci tween them. When Thompson's
appropriate ·the sum of $3,000 bequest was approved by state
annually for the period of the officials, UNH moved to Dur20 yea-rs, and then build the ham.
_
The Benjami'n ThompS<J f\
school "on my Warner farm, so
called, and situated in Durham celebration, free and open to
wherein shall be thorough!; the public, will be at 1 p.m. in
taught, both in the schoolroom front of Thompson Hall. Uniand in the field, the theory and versity president Gordon Baapractice of th~,i:lt most useful and _ land will attend the celebration.

NEWS· IN BRIEF
Khadafy condemns
US attack

Libyan leader Col. Moarrimar Khadafy, in his
first statement on public radio and television since
the United States·bombing raids on Monday evenirrg,
proclaimed Wednes<;lay, "We are ready to die. Even
if the United States hits us with nuclear weapons,
we will face America, because Allah is stronger
than the United States.'.'
K hadafy condemned ,the a:ttack, saying President
Reagan "should be put on trial as a war criminal
, and _murderer of children." Khadafy also condemned
· , Britian' $ role in the planning of the air raids and.
thanked France for refusing to take part.
It was unclear from the broadcast, which began
at 11: 15 p.m. Tripoli time, where Khadafy was
speaking from or whether the broadcast was live
or recorded, although references · to the raid proved
he survived it.

Four French _hostages
write from Lebanon
On Wednesday the French Government received
handwritten letters from the four hostages being
held in Lebanon.
The captives reported they were in good health,
officials and French television said.
The four hostages are members of a French
television crew which disappeared on March 8 after
· cover.ing a demonstration conducted by rhe proIranian Shiite Moslem Hezbollah movement.

Weinberger speaks on
Libya in Boston
Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger, in
a speech .to the World Affairs Council of Boston
on Wednesday, said the A~erican air raid on Libya
w_ould force governments that support terrorism
to rethink their policies.
.
Weinberger also said he was disappointed 1n the
French Government for its failure to aliow American
F--1 1 l's to f~y th~ou_gh French airspace during the
bombi~g strikes against Libya on Monday. According
to W~rnberge-r the French act ion required the
American jets to fly twice as far as they might ha',:e
to reach Libya and increased pilot risks.
~e~n_berger said it was not clear that the damage
to c1vd,1ans resulted from the US raid; he said it
could have been due .to Libyan alnti-aircraft fire
falling back to earth. He did not rule .out mistimed
bombs from the jet fighters however.

More shuttle crew
remains found
· More remains -of at least one of Challenger's
astronauts were recovered Tuesday, said sources,
but NASA is maintaining its code of silence on
-the on-going work at sea.
·
.Sources close to the investigat_ion had said some
remains of one of the Challenger's seven astronauts
had eluded Navy divers earlier and the re_covery
Tuesday may mean NASA now has identifiable
remains of all the crew members.

GOP derails contra aid ·
_President Reagan's $100 million aid request for
NICaraguan rebels was derailed Wednesday wnen
House Republicans, in a surprise tactical maneuver,
voted ,against the President's proposal in order
to strip the aid from a spending bill and buy time
for the President. ·
·
Because of House proced!:1res, the vote postponed
~onsideratiQn of the ai4_ pa~kage indefinitely. House . 1
Speaker Thomas ·P. 0 Neil _who opposes aid, · said
he does not ihten:d t6 foreclo's e 'opportunities in
the future for consideration 6( t~e aid._

5 Boston men indict~d for ·
ar~s exportati~n
. A federal grand jury in Boston, on Wednesday,
indicted five men, including an Irish citizen, on
charges of illegally exporting seven tons of weapons
, to Ireland aboard the Gloucester-based fishing
trawler Valhalla.
According to law enforcement sources, the
indictment marks the first time 9rganized crime
in Boston has been linked to gun-running to the
Irish Republican Army.
·
·
. ·~he_ Iri~-~-N aval 5_ervic~ seized the weapons, valued
at $1.2 million, after they , were . transferred from
the Valhalla to another vessel ott the lrish coast
on September 29, 1984.
,
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Stud ents raise ,
•
Libyan issue
By Jennifer Hightower
to target Khadafy and think that
Three students stood in front · we're getting rid of terrorism,"
of Thompson Hall last Tt,1esday,
1 ne s1tuat10n needs to be adarguing heatedly with a ftat~r- dressed with dialogue not vi-·
nity pledge during a protest · olence, she said.
against US actions in Libya. _
William Moline, a freshman, . ·
The impromptu protest was Theta Chi pledge, said ·he dis·planned by a group of about 40 ·c,1greed. 'T wouldn't say it was
students. Attendance was low an eye for an eye, tooth for a
~ because of the short notice, said
tooth. It was more like a slap
Carole Renselaer of the Progres- · on the wrist for some of Libya's
sive Student Network. Yet actions. How can -she (Lamarre)
passerbys stopped and dis~ussed · ·. -say that it's wrong when she ,
the issue or changed their ha-s n't seen what can result from
discussion to Libya as they it?- lt'sJike' saying that all wars
continued walking. Discussions are wn1ng and taking a· totally
of the attack on Libya pervaded · pacifi~t stand. It's ideal _but not
classrooms, dining halls, and terribly realistic:"
Kari-:vans.
· '
Su s a n N o 1a n , a n o n -.. I got home last night and put traditional ~tudent; approved
the news on and didn't hear of the US bombing of Lii)ya. "I
anyone questioning this actiori. really like . Ronald Reagan's UNH ROTC stude.n ts raising the flag in
front of Thompshon Hall at dawn. The ceremony
And that terrorizes me that no foreign policy. I thit;1k it was
takes place each morning and is carried out in reverse when the flag is lowered at sundown.
one questions an eye for an eye about time we did something
(Ronjt _Larone photo)
'
decision" said Babette Lamarre, . about terrorism in the Middle
a memb'er of People for a Free East and I hope if this doesn't
South Africa <PFSA ).
Lamarre said, "It's simplistic LIBYA, pag~ 11
1

•

•

•

-

Ha~land: 'CuriositY is key' ·

of the world, and to te_ach these 'last lecture' concept. "What if
By·Marla G. Smith
things to others." .
. .
you have a pearl of wisdom to
«You know what the real goal
A student's curiosity is ·not give someone?' Never wait until
of a college education is?" asked
limited to what is studied in the the last lecture."
UNH president Gordon HaaUNH classroom, said the presHe said, "If there was one
land M9nday night in his Last
ident. ·
thing a last lecturer could. say
Lecture Series speech. "It is to
Haaland's own curiosity led it would be 'What is it you'd like
be able to read this newspaper,"
himtointerest sinspybooks, to know?"' One woman
he said as he waved the New
York Times in the air. "We can · poetry, painting, rowing., and raised a question :conc,e,rning
biking. J'Six or seven years ~go course registration at the field
read the words, but do we
I took a bicycle apart for the first house. She compared receiving
understand the context?"
time. Since then I've ridden a an envelop_e wit.~ ~11 -~6 apHaaland stressed importance
couple
thousand n:iile~ ~ ye.ar~ , p~oved credits ~? · wmnmg the
on t-he desire to ·1earn, as he
Why~ Beca.use 'I wa~~_cur1o~s: 'I :i- itn-state lottery•: ,. q. . i.:·, :-;
spoke to a small, but engrossed
fed · _my curi6sity'1 and ·1et my_ ,_.,_. ~-aaland agt:e~d .~h,at r_eg1s,:
audienc'e in Babcock House's
imagination
run wild - that is, •. tr~tton at UN~ ~~ nor-_nblei ·
lounge.
· as
far as my pocketbook would ~nd that he 1s w_orkt?g to
"Our real power is curiosity,"
allow," Haaland said with a grin. ~mpro~e the ~~?1ber of ~mners
said Haaland' s quote on a UNH
''Your own ability to grow . m the lottery. .
,
admissions flyer he passed
intellectually is directionally
A1;1other question resurrected
through the audience. "That is
proportional to your curiosity," was if.Haaland thought he coul~
,'.w hat drives us to study, to
·
he said.
·
·
understand, to come up with
Haaland didn't agree with the HAALAND, page 23
new ideas that are the future

Stud ents stage contr a vigil .

UNH President Gordon Haaland told students that curiosity.
plays an essential part in a successful education, during the
final lecture of the 'Last Lecture' series last week. (Frank
, By Joseph Moreau . .
Consentin_o photo)
Several dozen members of
various Seacoast peace groups,
including the UNH Committee
-on Central America (COCA),
staged a vigil in Portsmouth
Monday against US support of
the contra rebels in Nicaragua.

Sella te bill targe ts
'sexi st' ·langu age

By Bryan Alexander
With the passage of this bill,
In its _continuing battle to student organizations will be
promote equality; the student asked to consider the use of
senate passed a bill encouraging language which does not infer
student organizations to refrai~ : one sex over another. For infrom using sexist language.
· stance, instead of referring to
Senator David Bishoff, who a non-identified human being
proposed ·the bill' to the senare . ' as he, he or she will be identified
Sunday, said the bill stresses the as he/she.
importance of the word 'encourA few senators objected to the
age,' when referring to 'its effect bill, labeling it as unneccesary.
on organizations. There would They conveyed contentment
be no enforcement of the bill, with the current wording policy
he continued, it ~ould just be which uses the male gender as
a recommendation .
the universal identifier."k is up to the individual to
"This is getting ridiculous,"
decide (his/her view on sexism) said John Auerbach a student
for himself," said Bishoff, who senator. "Does this mean we
then added quickly, "or herself.'' will have to get a Walkperson
The UNH Herald was the· instead of a Walkman?"
example Bishoff used as an
"Research has proven," said
organization which is guilty of Renee Romano, assistant direcsexist language. He referred to tor of student affairs, "that when
this practice as "abhorrent. '.'
a universal 'he' is ·used, many
"I think that it is im_portant childr'en do not relate to that.
that the student senate take a The children see 'he' in their
stand on this issue," agreed
Senator Paul Oulette.
LANGU~GE, page 8

1•

"It was peaceful and ve·ry
visual," said COCA m~mber
Beth Hey.er. The vigil was held
at Market Square bet_w een 5 and
7 pm. Participants carried posters and banners. for an end to
American funding of the contra
rebels attempting to overthrow
the Sandinista regime. The
Reagan administration supports
the rebels on grounds that the .
Sandinistas are trying to export
communist revolution and destabilize Central America.
. The vigil was held to focus
attention on the $100 million
contra aid package that Congress will reconsider next
month after a vote was postponed this Wednesday.
"Actions like this ... can have
an effect, especially if people
take some action and phone
their Congressional represen-_
tatives and ... the President.
There is time ro effect it," said
Chip Neal of the Dover Friends
Meeting (Quakers).
"I think you have to look at

this $100 million as a foot in
the door." Neal also said continued support "would just be
the beginning of a bottomless

pit, much like Vietnam turned
out to be."
VIGIL, page 13

-
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Dem~nstrators in Portsmouth prot@sting the proposed $ 100
million aid package to the contra-s fighting the Sandinista
regime in Nicaragua. (Gndy Rich photo)
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Wom en's problemS
.in ·mod ern ·sOci ety

.TWA
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES IS
HIRING FLIGHT ATTENDANT S"·

By Amy Van Der Bosch
The ne~ly encouraged liberated woman runs into problems
in today's society, said Kathryn
Pauly Morgan, Philosophy and
_Women's Studies 'professor at
_ the . U.n iv_~r's ity of_ Toronto. '

labelled differently for each sex.
"His behavior is· praised for
being aggressive and assertive;
hers is pushy. He is praised for
his attention and detail; she is
reprimanded for her pickj,;iess ... and so in each case, gender
}s mediating the judgements and
·.
· ;- personal assessments in the
· - Soc'iet:ies' ex-pec~at:iqn$ o(a .... situation."
·, woman's role in s·ociety con- . . .
.
.trasrs to what women truly ·
_.: Accordi_ng to Morgan, fem~
aspire rand have the capability
·jn.ist ethics must fulfill several
to be. It brings about "moral
.
madness," according to Morgan. tasks before these previously
set · moral theories can be
changed. __ ·;. ' .
.
As a result of the contradictory force's society pres~r:its to
Morgan sa"id ,t he · Hist ta·sk
a woman, Morgan's defined
moral · madness takes pla€e ·· would be to sift. our.-fals·e and·
within each womin's mind. "If distorted assumpti0ns of worn~
a woman is publically a~knowl- en within these theories of
'
edged to be rational, to be human nature.
stro~g, to be powerful, to be
courageous, to be decisive, she _ The. s_ecp'nd tas~ is a-imecCar
is labelled ·masculine' and seen generating new 'moral.models'
to be lacking in woma0ly excel- for womeri... The chi-rd task is to
lences,' said Morgan , referr;ing . analyze past pa't riarchial prac- .
to a theory of Rousseau, that rices in order to determine
"women are by nature made ·to -~ni.cXpr,actice s contribut~ to
·a woinan'. s moral conflict.
please, to be dominated."
· - M~rg.a:h ·expects new models ·
According to Morgan, ·che of· the self to emerge. She says .
most a "woman can aspire to, she has "a fierce moral convicfrom a moral point of view, is tion that no.. mor:,.al theorY.,. i.$..,,,,
to be aligned with a fully deve:.
worthy of"the name 'feminist'
loped man of moral integrity unless it can account" for certain ~
af?d to obey his co~~!ln~s ,mo.ral facts .of a ~trong,womap'.s
silently.''
' · ,., · ' · •.
· · -life. Referring i:o the poem, "For
Strong Women" by Marge 'Pier.:
In apdition to this, Morgan ~~• a strong_ woman is_ one ~ho
said the same behavior executed
_ts ~trong 10 words, 10 acupJJ,
, . , .J)¥_ ~~-t h~Jn:aJ\€S)?apd. fem-a,lies i-s -ri-n -conne.cti9nl ,i:~ f~eJifl!l:~i ' 1.,,"~
JH j~ )~ ) _:, ··i ~t " •·; ~t. l1 \.S ' ·;~ ;'.~ :i 1'~ ;,;: ~:"' k \:1 !."".1., f ,i)

STARTING SALARY NO LESS THAN $1007.50
PER MONTH BASE PAY
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING. ACCEPTED
'

'

/

You _Must Meet The Following Minimum Q.u alifications

.

Minimum Age, 18 y~ars ·
-High s ·c hooi Gradqa·t e
Height Between 5'2" and 6'2"
Weight Proportionate to Height
Vision Correctable to 20/ 50 or better
US.,,Citizen or Permanent Resident Visa
Willing to Relocate
Possess Ex~ellent Communicati on Skills
Able To Attend Tuition-based Trai1Jing
·TWA is looking for dedicated, talen.ted, hard-working individuals~
If these words describe you, then see_a TWA recruiter
to obtain your application and schedule an interview at: ·

If unable_to apply in perso.n , send for application:
TWA, 1307 Baltimore, Kansas City, MO 64105.

NO PHONE CALLS TO THE HOTELS OR TWA
. 816-234-8202,
REC_08DED MESSAGE
'.) .
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, Labor Dispute Ex'ists
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·Stude nt ·'A rt Assoc iation
Sprin g Show
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Daily from 9 am to S pm

--------------------------~~--~-~~

Granite State Room
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400 Soldier Field Road
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Apply in room 130 M VB
Deadline April 29th
·
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You ar~·cordial(l' invited to the opening reception on
Monday, April 28 from 5 to 8 pm
Au 'ards' u 'ill be presented at 6 pm
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By Irene Brennan
Imagine 09 light, no sound,
no feeling. Your body is floating,
so relaxed, it doesn't seem to
exist. Without ~istractions, your
mind is free to explore, create
or just take it easy.
Isolation tanks, sometimes
. called sensory deprivatiop. tanks,
are light and sound proof ca-

binets, filled with 12 inches of ness Center in Durham, says the
high density salt water. Because ~xperience is extremely relaxthe water is heated to body mg. .
..
temperature, the sensation of
'Tve used the tank here (at
what is water and what is skin : the Franklin) and it just blocks ·
become indistinguishable creat- out everything -you can't even
ing _a gravity-free-like environ- see your arms. Your body and
·
ment. .
yo1~tr mind are tQtally rel.axed, .
Larry Hitchcock~ a f it.ne.s s
technician at the 'Franklin Fit- TANK, page 23

C(?UNSELING CO~FE~ENCE - ln,t.egratin_g Counseling
Apprcrach~s. Dr. Enc Lister, M.D., War of the Worlds:
· Cfialleriges to an Integrated Approach to Psychotherapy.': ·
15 work:shops ., Alumni Center, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sponsored
· by Graduate Students in Cou1?-seling - Couns~l?r Education.
Dept : St_udents $15, Professional $30. Add1t1onal charge·.
·
of $10 with lunch.
CHANNEL 11 AUCTION PREVIE\x/ EXHIBITION Through May 8. Opportunity for bidders to study art, crafts·· ,
a.n d antiques donated to ~hanI?-el 11 auction. New England ,,·
Cel)ter, .5 to 7 p.m. Preview bids accepted through May 4-. ·
.· · ·
Auctiori May 11-17. For more information call 862-2812.

SATURDAY; APRIL 19 ·.
MEN'S BASEBALL - at :M:aine (2)
MEN'S LACROSSE - at St. John
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - at Massachusetts

SUNDAY, APRIL 20
. MEN'S BASEBAiL -· at Maine
MEN'S TRACK - at Dartmouth
NH MUSIC TEACHERS ASSN. STATE MEI;TING, CON::
CERT - Bratto·n Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 t_o 5 p.m., concert
··
·
·
at 2 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Dr. Strangelove." Strafford Room, MUB: ·
··:

7 and_9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2.

MONDAY, APRIL 21
UNH CONFERENCE FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE EDUCA-: . ·
TORS - "A Common Ground for School Improvement."
'
Alumni Center, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES-Jo Freeman. "The .
Future of Feminism in American Politics." Forum Room,
~ibrary, 1 to 2:30 p.m.

UNH student Mike Flemming preparing to emerge from a session in an isolation tank at
the Frank~in Fitness ,Center. (Ronit ~arone photo)

Ffateillity ·pr()'lttOtes ~keg toss
Hy Candace Colby
There is nothing unusual
.
about a fraternity throwing a
-~eg party, put twq weeks from
now, it will be the keg itself that
gets thrown.
The keg will be·launched .from
the top of the lawn at Kappa
Sigma, and each time it lands,
it wi_ll have provide~ another '

$.50 for the United Way.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE -. vs. Brown, 3 p.m.
GRADUATE STUDENT READING - Anne Zuckerman,
!)~etry; Michel~ Hanson, fiction; ~tephen Hickoff, poetry. , .
Forum Room,_Library, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIE 22 .
. ART DEPARTMENT ALUMNI SPEAKERS PROGRAM .·
- James ·Garvin, '67, Director, Ne.w Hampshi r,,e H.istorical
' , '·;·
Society. Room A218, P:a_ul Arts, 12:30'to 2 p.m.

viting dormitories, sor~ddes i
and other fraternities to .the· ·
event.
DISSERTATION ON ELDERLY-IRISH WOMEN.: Denise
Connors, Profes-sor, Nµ·rstng Dept. Room 22, Murkland,
Governor John Sununu and
12:30 p .m. Bring a bag lunch. Sponsored by Gerontolgy
UNH President Gordon Haa- .
··
, ·
Resource Committee.
land have also been invited,
Radio Station WERZ will be
UNH BENEFACTOR'S BIRTHDAY HONORED - 200
broadcasting live during the keg
will be re!eased ai;ld, 12 ~qu~re .feet ,of cake serve,d .
ballons
toss and taking donations over
to celebrate the buthda'y of Benjamrn Thompson, UNH s
.
communhy
the
the air from
· benefactor. In front of Thompson Hall, 1 p.m. 'Free, open
.Special keg toss tee shirts will
·
·
to public.
be supplied to those who donate
$10 or more.
FACULTY RECITAL - William Reeve, Percussion, ·Bratton
Recital Hall; Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
A variety of categories wilf
'
I.
'
provide everyone with charice
to win. The individual entry fee
will be $.50 a toss and compet:
itors can enter as often as they
. rrhe _New Hampshire .(\JSPS 379-280) is publ,ished a'nd distributed s<:!miwish, or at least, until t_h eir
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offa:es ai;e located in Room
money or arms give Ol-lt.
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Five-member teams can enter
Office hours: Monday ·. Friday 10 al}'l - 2 pm. Academic y~ar subscription:
for $5 and their scores will be
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824; Advertisers should .
check their ads the fjrst-day. The New Hampshire.?-7ill iA no ·c ase be
based on the best of three ~o.sses
responsible fo r rypographi,,:al or o·t her ei:rors, pui: wm ·reprint that part
.
by ~ach team-member:
of an advertisement in which a typographical error ·ap.p ea·rs, if flotified
like
it
throw
and
"Wind up
immediat'ely. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The Ne,w Hampshire,
an Olympic champion," ex· 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000· copie•s printed per issue · ~
(
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Majne.
plained one Kappa Sigma broth-· .
er, explaining how best to throw
..
' ,
a keg.
"It's like beirig at the fair, you
always want to throw a couple
more," saidJim Similikis, a past
.
·
organizer.
Anyone can enter, according
For our 10th year anniversary
to the brothers , whether they
are m~n, women, university
We would like to thank alfour patrons _
presidents; board members or
with an early week special.
state governors. Participants
can emer either as individuals
Qn Monday nightsor teams.
small.cheese pizza $2.00
Team entries will provide a
ch an ce for, do rms, soro ri ties,
.On Tuesday nightsspecial interest groups a nd
fraternities to compete against
large cheese pizza $4.00
each other.
. . On Wednesday night-·.
Emp ty quarter keg s used in ·
, the competition weigh between·
-large pepperoni pizza for $.5~00
Fratern~ty brothers rai~'ing money for ch_~ rity at a keg, tossing ten and 13 pounds. T he placing ·
868-2224 · j
from 6 p.m·. -ciosing
fund-drive last year. (Paul* Thorsland photo)
..
'
-.
TOSS, page 26
' _::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::::;;::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:
· Weather permitting, the
event will take place just after
noon on Saturday; May 3, on the
front lawl) of Kappa Sigma's ·
.
Main Sfreet house.
Fund dr.ive organizer Pat
Muray hopes to ''. make this the
biggest . year ever? and the
fraternit has sentJ etters in-

a

'
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ACAD~MIC
CONGRESSIONAL INDEX: ,The Dimond Library ·
is now subscribing to Congressional Index, a
reference source designed to facilitate research
on the U.S. Congress. Sections on Conwessio~al
bills, resolutions, ·voting records, comm_itfees, and
the status of bills are included. Index is updated
· twice a week.
·

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
HANG GLIDING: Sponsored by NH Outing Club.
Come join us for a great weekend learning how
to fly. All levels welcome. April 25-27,_ Charleston,
NH. Pretrip meeting, Tuesday, April 22, Room
129, NBOC Offi<;e, MUB, 5:30 p.m.
CO-REC SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored
by Dept. of Rec. Sports. May 1-3, fields behind
•field House, begins Friday, 5/1 at 4 p.m. Roster
·due April 28 Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, M:UB,
· 6 p.m. All teams must have a rep at meetrng.
Undergrads only.

CAREER
JOB SIGN-UPS: sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement. Room 203, Huddleston, 8:30 to
Ap.m.:
.
. .
· Non-certified graduates can begrn teachrng for
public schools _in N.J. ·e arning full certific~t~on
at-the end of a one -year· paid (18,000) trarnrng
program that compliments classroom teaching .
Sign-up .April 15-May 2.
·
Career planning & placement for M.A. or B.A.
in English o~ Englisp as a second langu~g~ for ~entro
Colombo Americano, Bogata, Columbia. Sign-up
April 21 -23 ..
C~~eer planni.ng & placement f<~r ( certi~ied &
non~certified) seniors interested rn teachrng at
Pinkerton Academy, Latch Key/ Dar Care, Girl_s
Club, and Spaulding Youth Center. Sign-up April
21-23.
.

GENERAL
DON'T GET SOURED BY UNJUST CONTRACTS: Sponsored by Commuter/ Transfer
Center. A rep from NH Attorney General:s tOffice
will discuss the NH Lemoni~Law concernrng- new.
veh icles and the NH Health Club Law regarding
legal contracts·. Monday, April 21, Hillsborough
Room, MUB, 2 to 3 p.m.

]

CAR WASH: Sponsored by ·communication
Association. Saturday, April 19, Mobil Station at
Gasoline All~y, 10 a.m. to 3. p .m. $2 per car.
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA: Sponsored by Smith
Hall International Center. UNH's most spectacular
cultural event. Entertainment includes Reggae,
Mariach Steel Drums, UNH Dance Theater
Company. Food from Mexico, Greece, Australia,
Switzerland and Spain. International Games and
Exhibits. Friday, May 2, Smith Hall Grounds, 11
a,m. to 5 p .m. Free.
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS : Sponsored by
Animal Science Dept. Dressage held at Green Acres
Far·m, Drew Road, Dover, Saturday, May 3 from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Cross Country -& Stadium at UNH
Light Horse Center, Mass Road, Sunday, May 4
from _8 a.·m. to 4 p.m ..Sanctioned by the US.CT.A.
& the A.H.S.A. Divisions are novice and training
levels.

HEALTH
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS : Individuals concerned about their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays,
Underwo0d House, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP
MEETING): Individuals concerned about their
drinking are welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff House,
12:30 to 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S· HEALTH SERIES: Will explore stress
and lifestyle management skills, sexuality, body
image and other health issu~s of interest to
participants. Wednesdays, April 23, 30 and May
7, Health Center, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Call 3823 fo 'r
information.
SEXUAL SPECTRUM.- WORLD-WIDE PERSPECTIVES: Sponsored by He~lth Education Cen~er
and Health Servi~es. We will explore sexual.tty
from an international perspective, determine values,
"relationships and meaning of sexuality. Monday, ·
April 21, Smith Hall, 7 p.m.
STRESS, RELAXATION AND COPING: Sponsored by Health Ed~cation Cente_r and Hea!th
Services. Workshop will explore vat10us ___relaxatton
techniques and individual coping skills to alleviate
stress for students., Tuesday, Ap_~il 22, Sackett ,
House, 7 p.m.
._
.'
,
1-_ ~
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
· Sponsored by Health Education Center, .H.e~l_rh
Services. Explore the pressures and possibilities
of being a student at UNH . Discussion of stress
management, coping skills and time management.
Friday, April 24, Richardson House, 7 p.m.

PARADISE ISN'T FOUND IN PRETTY PIC TURES ALONE: Sponsored by Commuter/ Transfer Center. Tr~vel agent Gregg Aidri1ge
will provide insight into purchasing vacat10n ·
packages: Read "between the lines" for hidden . MEETINGS
. expenses. Tuesday, April 22, Hillsborough Room,
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETMUB, 7 to 8 p.m.
ING: COCA promotes . an · educational political
response to the regional wars and social problems
BEW ARE : RENTING IS A MUTUAL AGREEin Central America as a function of U .S. policy. ,
MENT: Sponsored by Commuter/ Transfe: Cent~r.
A concensus committee, we encourage those with
Stephen White, lawyer, UNH legal Servt~e~,. ~ill
questions, ·i deas, requests, or volunteer time to
speak on tenant rights and landlord responsibilities.
attend. Tuesdays, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 23, Hillsborough Room, MUB,
All are welcome.
2 to 3 p.m.
RING IN THE SPRING SING CONCERT: New
Hamp.s hire Notables will present a night of a_ c~pella
singing along with other groups from Wtlltams,
Colby, and Bowdoin. Music from all eras. Saturday,
April 26, Richards Auditorium, ~oo~ _110,
Murkland, 8 to 10 p.m. Students/senior citizens
$2, general $3.
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Sponsored by Office

of Student Activities. A great opportunity to ~my

used books, clothes, jewelry at a low, low price.
If you have lost anything dur~ng the school year,
this is your last chance to claim them before the
sale. Thursday, May 1, top floor MUB, 10 a.m. to
3 p.m.
·
·

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRISTMEETING:
Tuesday Night Live. Crusade is an interdenominational · student Chdstian organ"ization
at over 700 c~rripuses throughout the world.
Tuesdays, Room 209, Horton, 7 to 8:39 _p.m. ·
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING: Lynn Abbott,
R.D. Chief Dietitian, ·Exeter Hospital and respon-sible for Career Guidance for NHDA will talk about
. her experiences, answer questions and offer advice.
_Tuesday, April 22, Hillsborough Room, MUB, noon.
WOMEN'S HISTORY -PROGRAM. 1987 PLAN. NING MEETING: Anyone interested in helping
to plan the Women's History Program for next
year is welcome . Bring ideas! Thursday, May 1,
Belknap Room, MUB; 1_2 :30 to 2 p.m;

Custom.

T•Shlrt
Printing

_(603) 431-8319
.T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS ·
& TOTES .
·,

Field Exper ienc_e:
/Work ing fol" credit
. By Jessica Wilson

.Comp Air iQ. Kingston.
·
Trying to get your ·c areer in
"I was unique because I wantmot-i on before you gr-ad~ate ed a lot of hours," she said. "My
from college? The UNH Field boss recognized my ability and
Experience program places un- kept giving me r:nor_e things ~o
dergraduates in paying jobs I do." After designi.ng an air
related to their major, and gives ___.. compressor which went on the
-credit for the work.
market . last October, Piper
If a student takes full advan- started her own product line
tage of ·the Field Experience called Hydrovane.
program, he or she may ~radPiper is now working on her
uate with enough experience second field experience, proto greatly _increase the chances ducing technical paper products
of getting a job or even warrant with the Lydall C,ompany. She
an increased statting. salary.
said there is less pressure and
· Students are also able to make it is less demanding than her
better career decisions after previous job.
sampli.ng actual work envir.on- - However, Piper said it is
ments, ·s aid Carol Bense, Field excellent experience because it
Experience coordinator. . .
is a completely different kind
Marie Piper of Meredith is of work. .Piper is working her
an -e xample. Piper is a UNH way through school, and said
senior majoring in mechanical both companies paid well.
engineering. In 1983 she was
.
hired for a field experience with FIELD, page l5

Help.

Our Cities.

OurOceans.
Our Trees.
OurTowns.
Our Forests.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams. .
Our Deserts.
Our lakes. ·

Our Tomorrows.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute~.·

,rest Service U.S.D.A. ra
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·Baha'i Club gives peace plan :
.

(

'

The Gradu.ate School
is accepting applications for
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
PART-TIME
GRADUATE. DEGREE .
STUDENTS
for Fall Semester 1986-87 Deadline {or -applications is June 6, 1986
Application forms are available at
the Graduate School, Horton Social· Science Center

'

By' Mary Beth Lapin
says t:hat people should take community spoke with Sanborn
In_ cooperation with the Uni- - respo·n sibility for establishing aboµt their peace statement.
. According to Fergusson the
red Nations declaration that peace," Fergusson said.
On campus, the Bah'a 'i Club group wanted Sanborn to un1986 is the Year of International
Peace, members of the UNH · ·has sponsored public lectures derstand the Year of InternaBaha~ i Club presen~ed a plan for on issues of world .peace, and tional Peace _and why the Baha'.i
world peace to UNH Dean of participated in the yearly In- are involved. "We hope· to
Student Affairs J. Gregg San- te-rnational Fiesta. ''We are ·ir:icrease awareness and get
currently mailing our literature . people to think seriously about
born on Wednesday.
The 15 to 20 members of the .to professors," Fergusson said. world peace," Fergusson said.· - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UNH Baha'i Club are part of ''We en~ourage dialogue on the
Sanborn said he was favorably
a larger network of this religious themes . .
Four members of the Baha'i BAHA'I, page 26
community who have presented
their "Promise of World Peace"
to over 70 world and local
leaders, . ranging from US Pres. ident Rona_ld Reagan to UNH • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -• -•• • • • •·•
President Gordo.n Haaland.
·
•
TheBaha'ifaith 1speacestate- :
ment is a plan for promoting • world unity by -establishing a :
MUB food service is now
global government. Accobrdingf :
a' ccept1·ng letters of
to Jim Fergusson, a mem er o •
the UNH Ba.ha'i Club, this non- :
·
d ·
f
discriminatory government . :
mtent an resumes Or
would a.id communication and •
th f 11 ·
equality. Its operations would :
e O owmg
be based on the principles of :
internship positions:
:
the Baha'i faith, which include •
.•
,· the equality of men and women, :
Marketing
:
. the abolition of prejudice, and : '
Cate
'
r1·ng/
Catering
Assistant_
.
:•
the validity of other reHgious . •
. teachings.
=·
Beverage Manager
:
According to the Baha'i faith, •
:
' world peace 'is the inevitable :
Controller
•
next step in the evolution of the :
. . Operations A_
n alyst
:
planet. T?e peace statement : .
•
"- charactenzes· the human race . .•
Goodie Package.
:
·, as "coming of age" a-fter ~ ,:
·
:
\\fi "turbulent adolescence" markecl
•
F_ood Lab Assistant Instructor
.•
·· by prejudice, war, and conflict.
:
·:
(. According to the state~em, :
All resumes must be in to
:
•~ these stages are a prerequ,isite •
·
O'B · .,1. b A ·1 30
•
i, for establishing a new socia·l : .
Dave
n~~n y .
>:•
t system based on peaceful com- , I••••••••••••••••••· •• ♦•••••••••••••••••••••••
.': munit:ation. "The statement
.:''.
.

.
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JQJN THE MUB TEAM!'
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. . Th .Surgeon General Has Determined

Warrnng. e k' l Dangerous to Your Health.
That Cigarette Smo mg s ;
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■ Why is the Fat City e ·and .

·
·
■ One.of the Hottest Bands- _
in the Northeast?

,."'A
'·, Ill·SONGWRITING TAL ENr-·
•.;

· .

". Sat~rday, April 19
at the U.N.H. MUB PUB
_Doors open at 8:00 pm
Show starts at 9:0.0 pm
Students $3.00 - Non-Students ss~so
U.N.H. ID and pos'itive proof of age ~equired

'

a

Their original material, which now makes up major part of their show, has
_ stirred interest among several producers and h~s been overwhelmingly accepted by the audience. The.band, the producers. and those · ·
■ , who've li~ard Fat City recently feel that a hit is coming very soon' .
.
_ .
. _ .
. ..

,* L:egendary producer Allen Toussaint invited tpe band to his New Orleans studio to record their first album. which was recently released
and distributed by Rounder Records.

.

.,

* An aud,ience of over 20,000 people attended their annual concert at Boston's Hatch Shell on the Esplanade •in 1985.
* They were voted one of Boston's most tJOpular bands by the Boston Globe January 1985 reader's polf.
. • The band·s exciting new original material has been winning them the~r most widespread acceptance ever.
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: 5 Summer Work Stud}' Position
•
:

:••

i:
•
:

:
:

:•
Available at the
:• · .:
:: Commut er/ T_ransfer c. enter : .:
: •

:•

30-35/ hrs/ week .

;• •

:
•

:·
•

: Stop by N OW fo r an application ' : .
:
;
• ~
Room 136, MUB
•
.: ,
: ·
; ·
: .
•
•·
:
;
:
;
••••••••••• • . . ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••~

----- --LA NGUAGE- -....--- ---~
(continued from page 3)

mirids, they don't see 'she.' The and style in the The New
Hampshire or any other newsargument that 'he' means eve- paper is entirely
a digression
ryone does not hold water."
of the reporter reporting and
Non-sexist language has al- the editorial staff. We're not
ready seeped into most people's subject to any
external control
vocabulary, said Romano. She as far as our editorial content
pointed .to several examples of is concerned."
progress ~hdichf f~ave occurrehd
This would not happen, said
.) ver a perm o 1ve years-sue
Romano, who claimed the bill
1s reference to a mail carrier is a · message to
get people
;nstead of a mailman, or chair- interested in
finding out what
nan as chairperson. .
non-sexist language is about.
This bill will not affect the She said that
the bill has no
naterial printed in The New . enforcement power because that
ffampshire said Editor-In Chief would
be prohibiting freedom
~d;111und Ma~der. He said w~at of speech .and the press.
s m a story 1s up to the writer
Senate Speaker Peter Donrnd his supervisors.
. oyan, gave up the podium to
"I~ (the bill) won't have any voice his opinfon against
the
>earing on the newspaper what- bill claiming to have trouble
;oever," said Mander. "Control with
·the vagueness of the word

•.•....... ........... ..•........ ...~········~
~

.'. encourage.· He said that this
word could be interpreted differently in the future, as having
a stronger meaning then it is
supposed to have. This, he
• continued, could lead to the
abolishment of student organizations which did not follow
this non-sexist policy.
·
· This could have a profound
~ffec_t on several student organ1zat10ns such as fraternity
houses, agreed Student Activity
Fund Organization Bu•s iness
Manager, Jack Martain. He
pointed out that social functions
· such as Ladies' Teas or those
which' are open only to women,
are sexist activities and could
affect the fraternities· bid for
r·e cognotion as an official student organization.
·

r--~~ ----~ ----~ --7

FINDING.AN APARTMENT
IN MANHATTAN TAKES·
THE RIGHT EDUCATION

CHEM AND GO I
: THIS SUMMER. .:

Get a free copy of "Manhattan Moves"- _
the insider's guide-to finding an affordable
apartment in Manhattan.

I

· To welcome potential new
, residents to the city, ·and dispel
- some myths about housing in
New York. we have published a
book called .·,Manhattan Moves .. _
· It's the- ultimate insider's .gui·de
·to apartment h-unting in the
Big Apple.
. - ,
· · "Manhattan Moves" helps
you set your sights-on the right
type of apartment and location. It
takes you on a tour of the city's
neighborhoods, introduces yo.u to
the available housing, gives you
vital facts about transportation,
housing laws, renting; sharing, and ·
much more.
·
· The book gives you inside
advice on actually finding the .
apartment you ·ve targeted. It helps
you find the hottest listings, tells you
how to canvas, and how to select
a broker. ·
Send ior a free copy of
"Manhattan Moves" today. It won't
guarantee you a Manhattan apartment, but it will definitely get you
"moving" in the right direction.

I

I
I
I
I
I

rI

·>:,

I
I

,·

. .M

I

PART-TI ME UNDERGRADUATE LAB COURSES

I
I
I·
I

When it comes to taking lab courses in the summer, more .
and more people are going to Northeastern University.
For Chemistry. Biology. Physics. In four-, five-, and ·10-week
sessions. On nearby campuses in Boston and Burlingt.on
For more information; call (617) 437-2400or our 24-hour
line, (617) 461-1400. Or send in the coupo:1.

~--.....-...'I

~

I

P.O. ·Box 154, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 02117

. ·

Please;send me information o_n:
. .
.
□ s.ciences □ Engineering Technology D Business Admm1strat1on
□ Liberal Arts D Health Profess.ions □ law Enforcement _

I

Registration is week of June 2

•·

NAME

I
I

ADDRESS

CITY

. ·1I Nort

STATE .

I

ZIP

eastern University

~---·- -- ----- ----- An equal opportunity/affirmative action university.

>
~

•

'
~

I- '-

~~

, . ~n ,ns,ner·~ gu\ne \~ \\nn\nQ : ..
an a\\ornsble aosrtmen\ mM
aMs\\an
..-:.:.~·

r - - - - - _-- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - • 7
TO: MANHATTAN MOVES MILFORD MANAGEMENT,
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
Send me a copy of "Manhattan Moves". The Insider's Guide to finding an
Apartment in Manhattan-free without cost or obligation.
Your Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. School----------------------~---,--

I
I
.I

I
I
I

Home Address---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - City
_ _ _ _State
. Zip----

I
I
I
I
·II

Phone No.------ -··-·. -----· --·-·-- - ---- -" Or

1-

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247~4041

---------------~~....-----·- -----

J

·I

- - - - - - - - 1I

I

.
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.

.

(
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-HAZI NG--<cominued from page 1)
· Chi ·scavenger list involved
theft, Keenan. said, and added
that the organizers of the hunt
put so few points against objects
like the road signs as •to make
them not worth the risk of
getting caught.
Other targets on the list
included bringing back five
objects bearing Theta Chi's
colors and a motorcycle helmet.
Pledges were allowed to borrow
items or purchase them, he ~aid.
. Although the list is compiled
by members of the pledge program, according to Keenan, he
said "we all take responsibility
for what goes on." ·
In. a separate hazing case this
year, UNH's Phi Mu Sorority
was placed on ·temporary sooal
probation" by its national chap·
ter.
Associa _te Dean Richard
Garber Jr., who will be bringing
the charges against Theta Chi
at the Judicial Board hearing,
said if the frat_e rnity is found
guilty of the charges it will
constitute a clear violation of
the rules on· hazing.
The case had been referred
to the Student Organization
Council which in turn handed
it over to the University Judic'ial .
Board, according to Associate
Dean of Student Affairs, William Kidder.
Theta Chi President David
Tryder declined comment, saying he did not want to prejudice
-the Judicial Board and Court
hearings.

State of the art
video ✓1ear at the lowest
prices in the state.
You can find cheaper stuff,
b'ut you won't find
this stuff cheaper.
At Tweeter we sell nothing but quality video
equipment from top brand names like NEC,
Proton, Fisher ar;id Kloss Video.
And if you find the same products for less at a
local, authorized dealer within 30 days of purchase-prove it and we'll refund the difference.
So if you want a top-notch TV monitor o.r video
recorder and a guaranteed lowest price, you
know where to go.

The Proton 6255 is the new standard of
quality for TV monitors. The Proton 625S has a·
better picture than any TV set we'yf!. ever seen. Its
unsurpassed sharpness and contrast, along with
its state-of-the-art tuner, make it the new standard of quality in monitor TVs. Features include
digital, cable-capable tuning; MTS stereo'sound
and a full-function
wireless remote . .

J

--SPA CE-<~ominued fr<?m page 1) . . _
~• ,· _;~-, t·' ., .. ·; ··S, '
said _h er 0rganiza,tion actually
applied for all of the Progressive '
Student· Network (PSN) be cause, "We didn't know who or
what the Board of Governors
was."
Heyer said COCA would ratl:ier stay in the common office
with the PSN. COCA is presently based in the common
office adjacent to the Student
Ac;:tivity Fee Organization's
office. ·
"The common off ice is really
the student's information office," Heyer said ..
However, Heyer sa-id her
organization, "Is not really a
group that operates out of an
office."
Wendy Ross, vice chairperson of the MUB board,
said the common off ice was
viewed as a stepping stone for
fledgling student organizations
until they ·could b.e deemed
"more worthy ~f space."
Cynthia O'Brien of the Women's Center said her organization was also content with its
present locafion next to th~
student senate offices:· -· ,. ·
O'Brien .stressed ~ _se'pa}q.•te ~·, .
. off ice·\ ts ess~ntial."to~;i he -effec~~,
tiven~ss of the , cenler:· ;:>J.h'e' ·.
room itself is program. It is
important to have the door open
so women can come in and talk
if they need to."
Ross expressed concern over
the amount of time the Women's Center's office is open.
O'Brien admitted that the
Women's Center's has only been
open an average of five hours
a week this semester. "There
is just no energy right now,"
she said.
However, O'Brien said things
will be different nie~t year °' A , •
non-traditional student wil1 be .
runriing the Women's Ceritet:,'
and according to O'Brien, rion- .
traditionals are "not as .Pa~sive .
as undergraduate students."
k

'~

~~-

$1 I 099

$45 Month*

,;.,_

The Fisher.905 proves that a high quality VCR doesn't
have to have a high price. The Fisher 905 is a w~llbalanced video recorder with all the features
most people will ev~r need. It uses the new
. "HQ" system for improved resolution and picture detail. It can be programmed to record
(unattended) four events over a 14 day
period. And jt has a 111-channel
cable-ready·tuner and
$25 Month*
a wireless remote.

s399

[mFISHER

NEC

The NEC 951 offers top-shelf performance at
a reasonable price. This one is loaded! The 951's
"VHS Hi Fi" stereo sound system outperforms professional studio recorders. Its "HQ" circuit improves resolution and picture detail. Other features include
an MTS stereo decoder, four-event/21-day recording
programmabilitY, picture search, assembly
editing and wire$40 Month*
less remote.

s7·19 · ·

Offer Ends April ~0th
'I,

a

·Mall of New Hampshire ·Manchester 627-4600

520 Amherst St.
Nashua 880-7300

Fox Run Mall
Newington 431-9700

•

.'!:-, \, ·-1 .' ·:

-:r:1,!.\r1
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ALUMNI
SPEAKERS·
PROGRAM
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Talks by Art Department Alumni
Open to the Public
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• When non-verbals are relied on instead of direct communication

TUESDAYS
12:45 - 2 P.M.
-.PAUL ARTS CENTER
. ROOM _A·:218

Sponsored by the U._N.H. Art Dept

~

.

'
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• When alcohol blurs messa~es
· • When each person ~a$ unstated expectations

The above can lead to,f orced sexual _
intercourse, known 'as .
ACQUAINTANCE RAPE
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11,,l1111111111111111111,111111111111111111i111111l11111111

~~= What Worn-e n Should

Know ===========

· •Pa ssivity and submissiveness can create .a clima.te for sexual ,
aggression.
•You have a right to express you feelings and should do so verbc!lly
and not just non-verbally. ·
I

.stereotypes for women such as ~·Anger is unfeminine''
· polite" may put you in jeopardy. · ·

or "Be

======== What Men Sh o u Id Know ==;='=~======
•Whenever you use force 'to have sex. you are committing a: ,_
crime called rape even if you know the woman or H you've had
sex with her"before. ·
•Rape is a crime of violence. It is motivated by th:e desire to -·
control and dominate. not by sex.
• It is never okay to force yourself on a woman, e·1en i-f you think "< ,
.she's been teasing or "leading you on ."
·· ·
. ,,. ·
,_/_;.

A RAPE' CRISIS COUNSELOR rs AVAILABLE AT ALL HOURS-THROUGH UNIVERSITY DISPATCH.
662-1212. LEAVE YOUR FIRST NAME AND PHONE NUMBER.

Turn common sound ·
into concert sound.

The new.Bose® RoomMate™ systems is a selfcontained, compact audio system. Since it contains a built-in amplifier and equalizer, it can
make virtually anything with a headphone jack
sound remarkably better.
For example, plug the R.oomMate system into
_ your personal stereo, and instantly your room is
fill'ed with true fide.lity.s ound,-with full bass and
· clear treble. Plug the Room Mate into your TV or
VCR and enjoy dran,atic, wide screen sound. And for an audio experience beyond description,
plug it into a digital compact disc player. ·
When the audio critic of the New-York Times
Magazine first heard the newBose RoomMate
stereo, he wrote: "Good sound just can't get any
simpler or cheaper ..." We think you'll agree. For
. an impressive demonstration, call Tony Brewer,
your campus representative, at868-9715., Kevin
Cuff at 868-2092 or Fred Hansen at 868-6671.
You'll never again be satisfiea with common sound.
Student .Financing Available

~IIS-6= ·

Better sound through research.
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(continued fro in page 3)
· have an effect on terrorism that
we do it again."
Beth Heyer, a PFSA member,
said the US response of terrorism to Libyan terrorism would
not have a positive effect. "It's
· just going to promote mo.re
terror," she said. Heyer said she
was afraid the Libyans would
begin acts of terrorism within
the U.S. now.
Renselaer was one of the
_s~udents who planned the protest against President Reagan's
actiO[)S. "Two wrongs don.'t

make a right," she said. "A lot bombed them instead."
Again, Molir1e said he disof civilians died. -They bombed
houses rather than bases . All agreed with this statement.
of the acts of terrorism are QOt "Wars solve disputes by showby Lipya, although he (Reagan) ing that mote people '.are behind
the victor's id~as," he said. "I
would like to claim they are."
. "I think he (Reagan) sh~mld don't defend Reagan's ictions.
have made a real effort to stop But at this point, I don't think
terrorism," said John Litster, it's terribly wrong. Reagan sa:ys
a senior business major. "He · he has evidence that all . the
could have found out what was terrorist actions are Khadafy.';
Nolan said the US reaction
causing Libya,n terrorism in the
first place and tried to solve that. to Libya is the same reaction she
But he probably wouldn't have has tried to teach her two sons
liked what he heard so he just when confronted by the neighborhood bully.
·

"I have said ro them / there to pay so dearly that I just don't
are some people 'w ho don't think it was worth it," said Toni
understand teason. U rifortu- Howe, .a senior anthropology
nately, you ar.e going to h_av.e major. "W_e brought things to
to smack rhem beca1,1se that s a head but I don't think we're
the only thing they can under- going to like it."
. _
s ta·nd or respect.' I think the
Afthough Moline said he
same-thing hold? for cour tries.'. ' didn't condone.Reagan's actions
Heyer said she opposed a any more than the other ·stu fighting attituqe. "Th~ military dents did, he said "We elected
might is part of a whole agres- him so I suppose it's his decision sickn·ess that we have . sion." ·
Agression doesn't mean fight- - - Heyer said she was frustrated
ing and power. It ca!l have a with the United States' willingpositive meaning, too." .
.
ness to fight. "What ever hap· "The Western world ts g~mg penned to negotiations_?"

Students protest
Liby~n attack
By Jennifer Hightow'er

a trashy action," she said. '
Four green trash bags sat in
"After today, we're going to
lonely resistance in front of take away the trash. It. is not ari
Thompson Hall Tuesday after- offense against the University,"
noon as part of an 'impromptu said Renselaer.
· protest against US actions in
Thompson Hall was chosen
Libya.
.
as the protest spot simply
A di~ty striped sheet hung on because many students· pass by
the wall of Thompson Hall over it, said Babette Lamarre, a
the trash bags. It was scrawled member of People for a Free
with brown paint proclaiming: South Africa.
"UNH students appalled at US
Renelaer said, "We want a
actions in Libya. This action is more positive rather . than a
TRASH."
.
negative action. W·e will have
The protest was ~ oppo~ition. , a vigil and a tree planting which
to the Monday night US bomb- .will symbolize the perpetuation
ing of Libya, including the attack of life rather than death a~nd it
upon Libyan leader Moammar is to symbolize all humanitras _ ·
Khadafy's living quarters, said part of a family tree." .
.
Carole Renselaer, a 'm ember of
Renselaer., ~nd Tom and Peg.
the Progressive Student Ne t.:. Curl, the main organizers of the
work.
protest, plan to purchase and
A cyclist .ridi ng a bicycle· without lights is barely visible as she mak~s her way up Main Street
"We really feel that this is plant the tree within _the next
two weeks .
. after dusk. (Ronit Larone photo)

TOURNAMENT FOR EASTER
SEALS .
S-aturda,y, M.ay 3 beginning
ani on the front lawn of SAE
Trophies for the ·winners of the competition ..
T-shirts for teams that donate $35 or more
Aregistration fee of $15 per team ·
Further information call 868-9831 or 868-2089
A PFO FUNDED EVENT

a~ 9:30
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.·Rreregistration

i

A list _of all students who_have filed an intentto-graduate card for the May., l9·8,6 graduation is
now posted on the bulletin board Jo··thit basement
: of Thompson Ball. If yo;u 'plan to g·radua.t@: iQ JY!ay
·and_your .name is not on the list, please ,come Into .
Room BA, Thompson Ball at once. ·

-l

·April 23-8 a.m.

.!·
§ .·

Presign-up ·
April 22-5 p.m.

·

Lt. horse classroom
times

.
I

.

-

·

t
§ -

i
i

Beg:

. t .Int. I:

,t

l

Int. II

§

!

§

§

i

1:00-2:30 MW
8:00-9:30 TR
·11:00-12:30 TR
2:30-4:00 TR
11:00-12:30 MW .
8:00-9:30 TR

§
. §

§
§

i.
t
§

1~~~~;~~~\~F

Adv.

i
~

·. 9:00-10:00 MWF ·
4:30-6:00 MW Adv. Beg: 8:00-9:00 MWF

.§
§
·§/
§

t

f

l .All students _are eligible! •. •. ii
Forinfo~caII · - _
Jane .t .
i. g.g s 112~:---

§ -·

. . Comlllellcement-May 24; 1986 .
•, -:, ~-. •·,r,•• 1~0 · ~~m. • . •. i;,~
I
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-·

•. · ; ~ .

,,.;___

: SCO.PE , ·,
..
· SPRINGTIME CRETIN
·HOP:
WITH'
: ,• .,

\1

..
.-

,_

.with special guest
PerfectEdge .

.

Tickets go on sale at 6:30 pm
day of the show·
April 20, 1986 at _S·:00 pm
UNH Field House
. · $6.50 Students ,·

$9.50 Non stride.nts
. and at the door

Tickets on sale Wednesday
- - -1 · - -m

i

- -

·

8-r

,J

1

i

. •~

~..-.,.,..-.,.1 !1.1 1 1.......,..........................~--
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otJ.

speaks
racism , in th~ U.S.:
and· how that relates to
South Africa and apartheid. ·

. -candidate for Tip O'Neirs seat in Congress
-former candidate -for mayor of Boston
_
-member of Jesse Jackson's Rainbow Coalition
in the 1984 primaries

APRIL 21 MONDAY ~6-7:15
STRAFFORD R·OOM IN THE
MUB
1

,:·

~-----~-- ----·- VIGIL...---- ---......---

Summer Day Camp Counselor Positions

<concinued from page 3)

.i!1 Manchester New Hampshire

Protestors want to solve the
crisis in Central America sure beat the communist
through peaceful means. "Quak- vetnment that purposely exers are, by tradition, pacifists. ports revolution."
We don't believe in waging wars
SPC member Jµdith Silver
as a means of settling conflicts said American policy in Nicaand we always work towards ragua amounts to supporting
finding more creative ways t'o terrorism. "Reagan is saying
get along with people," said . to the media all the time (that)
Jessie LaCrosse, also of Dover the United St.a tes has to take
Friends. ·
·
· a strong stand against terrorism.
Monday's vigil grew out .o f ~hat he is really ~aying (is that
general nuclear disarmament rn) countries he doesn\ panicvigils held at Market Square op. ,_uJ~tlY l1ke~ 1he wo9 t,·support
Friday evenings, according to · their terronsm, but on the other ·
Neal. Other groups represented hand, the United_States will
at Monday's vigil were the support terrorism in Central
Seacoast Progressive Commit- America."
tee (SPC), Women's Action for · _ "You kill a little girl in an
Nuclear Disarmament airport with a bomb and it's
(WAND) and the American terrorism. You kill a little girl
Friends Service Committee.
who_ is a campesino child of a
Most rush hour commuters farm in norther·n Nicaragua
passed the vigil without re- (and) it's terrorism," added.Steve
sponding, but Chris Fitzgerald Blum, another SPC member.
of Portsmouth, who supports
Many who attended the vigil
contra funding, remained.
have signea the nationally or"I feel so queasy living here gani-zed ·Pkdge of Resistance,
with a group oJ communist which is sponsored locally by
supporters," said Fitzgerald.. the UNH Committee on Central
''.Whether they realize it or not, America. Pledge signers vow
they are (supporting commu- to engage in acts of legal protest
nism)."
or civil disobediance if America
, Responding to protestors' escalates its intervention in
charges that the contras are, Central America.
'
terrorizing the Nit,:aragµa1tc9tin.:.
Bet·h, Heyer, a .senior and
tryside, Neal added, "I will admit · member of COCA, es·timates
that the contras aren't _exactly 150 people have · signed the
a bunch of angels, but (they) pledge at UNH in the last two

go-

Colleqe work-stu«!ly preferred

years: She said if the contra aid
passes through Congres·s there
.will be protests coordinated here
and throughout the rest of the
country.
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Contact:

T

THE

Frank Mitchell, Pir.ie·lsl~nd 4--H Center.
2849 Brown Ave. Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637

E

WORLD

IS

Study around. the world, visi'ting-. Ja.~ ·a.n , · Korea, Taiwan,

Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India,-_ Egypt,.Turkey, Greece and
Spai~. Our l 00 day voyages sail in September and ·January
offermg 12-15 transferable hours of.cred-itJrom more than 50
voyage-related courses.
' '.
1

Develop an awareness of our relationship with other coun-tries an4 a first-~and understanding of ~orld issues.
:· _ .
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passeng·er American-built
~cean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits
s_t~qents ~it~ou! rega~~,to color, race or., creed. ~,- . ,.
.

,

r

f:or details Call toll-free (800)

854-0l9s'

or write
I

the5 th annual

Semester at Sea
. Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
,I · .
Pltts_burgh, .P ennsylvania 15260
.
.

MUSO film series presents ...

tRJng-in-the-Spring·'Sing

Sunday April 20

- Featuring:

· ·

'l)R. STRANGE LOVE

The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
The Williams E Phlats

OR 'HOW t LEARNED TD $TOP WORRYING
.
ANT) LOVE THE E6k£ · .
.

The Colby Eight

of

Winner
60 ..
international awards
· ) Stamng:
.·
pDir:
t Stanley
s II Kubrick (Great Britain
. , 1964, 93 min
e er e ers, George C. Scott, Shm Pickens. It's a little sad
that a 19~4 fi,Im about nuclear destruction is still topical today
but Kubnck s black comedy is a warped masterpiece Sell '
plays_ three roles, including ineffectual American ~esid::~
Merkm Muffley O~ok the first name up in the dictionary, it's a
hoot), and the _cnppled German scientist Dr. Strangelove
whos~ mechanical arm gets away from him sometimes'
Kubnck equates sex and war at every turn, and the cast is first
rate from top to bottom.

Saturday, April 26th
8:00p.m .
MlJl-lKLANI> 110
$~ Studt•n ts

$1 . students. $2 non-students

7 &-9:30 p_m
.•
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TO MAKE IT TODAY YOU NEED ACOLLEGE DIPLOMA·. . . AGOOD SUIT AND PLENTY OF DRM.
-'
.

If you've received your bachelor's degree from a 4-year college, or a KN or graduate degree from an accredited
·insHtution between October 1, 1985 and September 30; 1986, you can qualify for Ford's Graauate Assistance Program.
·.
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.
Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31, 1986.
For more information, call th is toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536; Or see your local New England Fora Dealer today.

-

$400 cash back on a new Escort.

$400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cash back on a nevy Tempo .

.......%-J~~:;n·❖·•
$400 cash back on a new Thunderbird .

$400 cash back on a new Mustang.

$400 casb back on a new Aerostar.

$400 cash back on a new Bronco 11.

$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-up.

-

.

$400 cash back on a new F-150 truck.

$400 cash back on a new F-25d truck .

••

NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALERS
NOBODY GOES
.~ ,FURTHER. ,.

. . . .~. l .

\

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~--F~IELD -.-----~--~~---•
- (continued from pag~ ?) ·
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· FURNITURE ~:

Monday - Friday
April 21 - 25

·New Dresses & Jewelry

:•

NoW at La Bomba in Portsmouth
206 Market Street ·
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Word Processing • 'fyp1ng • Transcription
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fine vintage clothing
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Word Association
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Tues! Wed. Sat. 9-5
Thurs. Fri. 9-~
Sun. 1-5

Support the blood drivel.
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Field Experience program i.f · tells of~ writ,· ing stud~nt l_as·t ·· stimmer.
· • . y -. uss sa1
e
they decide to accept a job that semester who went to help the hadn't prepared for my being
has been arranged through the American Red Cross with their _there, and there was never
Field Experience office.
· news-letter. "They told her 'tO • enough work to do. ~· Howeyer,
· This means taking one of four do it, and she did it-the whole Dikau said he does appreciate
Division of Continuing Educa- thing. Research, articles, mar- being able to write "hired as
tion courses while working. The keting, everything."
.·
assistant electrical engineer"
courses requ1re some reading,
Although Bense said "99.9% on his resume. He is looking for
written evaluations of what is of students · really ~njoy th e ano.ther field experience this
learned on the job,' and occasion- experience, and' cons·ide~ · it
al seminars. There are no classes . valuable learning," not_'· all Fie~d yei~nse said students sho~ld
involved. Most Field Experience ~xperiences w·or½ ~ut. Some- not feel they have any obligation
jobs require at least ten hours , t1m,es an ~mplo_yer 1s 111 matched .to take a job or participate in
of work per week, Bense· said.
to •t~e sp.1de;11t_; , ?r does, not . the program just by coming in
"Field experience lets stu- prov1d_e tbe ~md of expenepce to get information or sending
dents take an active part in he desires..
. . .
. . .. out resumes. It is always entirely
learning, rather than being
Perry ~ 1.ka'!r a,J~nto~ elec~n- up to the student to pursue
passive receivers of informa- . cal
:comP.11t,er ei:igineen_ng employment. "It would be just
tion," she said. Having helped · maJor was d1s-a:p.pornted wi th terrible for us if a student was
place.400 students per year for h~s fiel_d expene1:1c~ as an en ~ put in a job they didn't like,"
the five years she's been work- g rneenng technician
. at
. .d ,the s h e ·sa1·d . ·
Sh. 1pyar 1ast
ing" there, she thinks the major Portsmout h Nava l."·
· product of a field experience. is .
self confidence.
·
"It shows students they have
something to offer iri the world
beyond school." Also, there is
always the possibility' an employer will offer permanent
employment.
Many employers give stu- ·
dents as much responsibility and
opportunity as they want. Bense

The Field Experience program attempts to provide stu~
dents with a learning opportlinity combining school and work.
The student receives academic ·
credit for learning which . takes
place ori the job. The student
docume11:ts his experiences in
the workplace and ·presents a
pape~ on it t6~his faculty sponsor.
Based on the student's work
and paper the sponsor will
decide if credit will be given.
It. can be worth one to four
credits, _which are applicable as
elective credits toward graduation : The credit i's granted on
the basis of learning, . not
amount of work dofle.
Students can arrange their
.field experience in different
w.ays. They can work ·full time
during the academic year, or
alternate a semester iri class and
1
a semester at work. They can
also take full time employment
' and part 'time classwork during
the academic year.
Field Experience is open to
all undergraduates. Volunteer
internships are also offered.
Students must participate in the
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,: Editorial:·•
Only 36 days t() Stamherg
· The adr,ninis tration should be applauded
for its selection of Susan Stamberg as this "
year's commencement speaker. The .selection of the soft-spoken co-host of National
Public Radio's "All Things Considered"
program represents a coup in the annual
university scramble for public figures.
Stamberg's soft-spoken, low keyed style
in her presentation of National Public
Radio's "All Things Considered" news
program marks a refreshing contrast to
the frantic, and for the most part, superficial,
electronic media's news coverage in this
country. "All Things Considered,'' without
the help of pictures, prov ides a sober, yet
. easily-digested, reflection of the world in
. which we live. Yet its penetrating disection ·

· of the important issues of the day does not
exclude a _fair selection of interesti'ng,
.sometines light-hearted, features in· the
progra{l1.
Stamberg is not the archtypal anchorman/ woman. A graduate of Barnard College
and a fellow of Yale University, she
demonstrates an intelligent grasp of the
issues · of the day, unlike some of her
colleagues in the electronic media, who
are- capable only of ·blitzing audiences with ·
· their superficial treatment of current affairs. _
"All Things Considered" provides its
audience an opportunity to settle down and
examine the world around them afte'r a

h_ectic day at work. While some of its
listeners have reached the refuge of
comfortable · chairs at home, thousands of
others sweat it out in traffic jams. This
year; Stamberg will provide UNH's gr·ad_uating students with a similar reward
following .their four years of ·hard work
at college.
_
F9r those st~der:i-ts complaining they have
not heard of Stamberg- their loss. For -:,
tunately, however; redemption can be found
every day, merely at the -flick of a switch
and the turn of a dial.
Graduating seniors, and anyone else who
cares to attend, can certainly be assured
of a special treat in the Field House at the ,
end ·of this semester.

member of a small, but powerful, partial divestment, so Faye's can - and diverse New England regions,
proportion of the human race there didacy is important a_n d timely . and the multi-cultural environment
is n.o way that our Government Think of the children in South UNH pro~ides through interna~
T,) the Editor:
sho u ld condone terrorist acts bv Africa , and think that 'it matters
tional exchange progra,ms is very To the Ed itor:
W\lndering through the MUR · resorting to them . The sancity o·f
The s~ene at t he Fox R un Mall
vety much to Faye that five times
adequate in allowing a student to
amidst a jumble of inextri cab le American .life cannot be all'nwed
as much money ,is given, for edu- experience many different insights; this past Sat urday; April l 2,. was
feelings - shock ·suffused with
to supercede the sanctity of human· cation of white children, compared provided that _they _bave social a n un usual one. Beca use qf a. na anger, di sbelief encroached upon
. ti(>nal campaign to identify children,
life!
.
·
to what is given for education of · inclinations.
;hy fear, innate trust in human
But, what else coulcl we .have black children in South Africa. This
Trezek should not only familiar- video cameras 'and fingerprinting
.. nature being eroded by horror:- .done? The NATO alliance drafted
inequality hardly meets, w·e hope,
ize himself with NH geography, . booths were scattered throughout
. my eyes lit on a splash of rnlor. Next up a list of proposals just prior to
but also get off his high (marijuana) the mall. Children swarmed
with UNH System s·tandards.
ro the PFO office a tattered blue
our bombing _raid . Perh.3:ps we
Ph~ase, send a ::d i"rect action' 1 horse and truly .observe:·life unfold- throug-hpu-'t 'the-corridors- receiving
sheet had emblazoned on it in shou'id have stopped to consider
mess,age V\a the ballot to Presidtnt i,ng. b~yond b,is_na ,; row mind. He · -important ,i9ent1(i~aJ icin rr:ecords,
purple, lettering:
,
; these more humanitarian and.wideP.w:·Botha, b'y vo~ing if you are will find that people generally do · ·but , also en.tertainmenc bv clowns,
··uNH students appalled at US
ly supported-measures firsL
. a UNH alumni , for write~iQ can - accept one another fo~ what they . mimes, arid Paddington Bear. .
actfons in Libya - ~his action is
In the middle of the confusion, · ·
(No longer willing to gi-ve im - didate Faye Buttrick, and urge are, and regardless of ·where they
trash." Tacked neatly above it,.a plicit consent to Government acothers to do the same. May 1 is the come from . Th is would prove far the sisters of Phi Mu sorority held
response on white posterboard:
tions by remaining silent I may deadline. Your ballot is in your more rewarding than · the ia·s hing a "r'ock-a-thon" all day; from 9:30
"Doves, we beg to diffe'r! The stand in the mino.rity, but I stand
am ro 9:30 pm, to raise money for
winter issue of New Hampshire out against a persecution complex.
majority of America s upports our proucl 1)
Alumnus magazine.
In short, complaining and self- ' Project Hope (Health Oppo.rtunity
Government's actions. It's time to
C. Silla
Lynn Rudmin Chong pitying cries am a dead end. Open for People Everywhere) .·Ten roc;;kstop imposing the view of the few
· Class of '67 your eyes, breathe the relatively ing chairs were lined up iri ·f ront
.
·
·o n the many.
fresh NH air, and live, without of Jordan Marsh and,over 50 sisters
We are proud to be American."
constant reservations. Without a.lternated two hour rocki-lilg shifts.
Mounting _d ismay suddenly gave . , To.the Editor:
_expending an effort to get to know In addition, two "little'' rocking
A Boston Globe' editorial of
way to rash glee . Perfect! This
people, one will riot truly get to chairs e_nabled childr,en to rock
expression of our inalienable right Monday, March 3~, aqdres~ed the To the Editor:
know them. It's all too easy to sit a_longside the sisters.
As a lifelong native of Laconia,
to freedom of speech held the key!
recent killing of 30 black South
back and complain about i'nhospi- . Through individual sponsdrship
NH,
I
feel
personally
a(fronted
by
·
and money collected at the mall that
I would no longer have to listen Africans: "Terror in South Africa."
tableness.
day, over $500 was mad~. Obviously,
confounded, to otherw.is~ intelligent The disappea·r ance and arrests of S,D.S.U. exchange student K€ith
·
An
old
adage
strikes
me
;is
being
people cheerily reassure me, "some~ children had caused parents to do Trezek's column (Friday, April 4,
appropriate to Trezek's dilemna, not everyone was able to participate
thing had to be done."
the daring- meet en masse, even T.N .H.) in which he displayed a
"You
only get out of life what you on that day, so those who could .not
The view of the few imposed on though the apartheid system forbids blend of ignorance and belabored
put _into it." In nature, sour grapes vol u nteered d uring the week by
sentiments
wbile
painting
a
bleak
the many. As a United States citizen such meetings for blacks. The Globe
will yield sweet raisins, but this does . helping fingerprint the kids or
I am a member of only 5% of the editorial r€ports , "the police just picture of UNH's New England
not apply to social relationships dressing up as Paddington Bear.
In total, aprox:imat.ely 75 Phi Mus
world community . My per capita drove up and went wild," shooting students.
oµ
the UNH campus, or anywhere ·
One m ust question whether
income is anywhere from 5 to 150 into the crowd of 5,000.
else.
Tre_zek
has
experienced
enough
of
Plymouth State College students
times that of the rest of the world
Tom Erpanuel
Letters continued page 2 J
population (compare $11,6 75 to . have reacted to South African- the New England culture to form
$73 in Chad or $590 in Honduras). · horrors by taking a student senate· a valid basis for his depiction of
Not only that, but I am a member vote in favor of full divestment of . the UNH experience . Yes, I too
of a society which has amassed over UNH system corporate holdings have "heard enough" stereotypes,
40% of the total nuclear weaponry
in South Africa; by presenting over . but blatant overkill of an issue
(flagrant stereotyping in this case)
and has not ·renounced
· first use of 700 signatures to PSC's President will not rectify the problem.
these weapons .
Farrell, who is a UNH System
EDMUND MANDER. Editor-in-Chief
During my time at UNH, none
The view of the few imposed on
Trustee from PSC; and by, finally,
J ON KINSO N,- Man_ag ing Editor
the many . My ,Government is . staging a civil disobedient sit-in of the people that I have met from
MARI ANN E STEE N·, Managir-ig Eeil'o r
W. GLEN N STEVENS, News Edit0r
MARGARET _CONSALVI. News Ee:J itor
seeking to appropriate several - at President Farrell 's office when San Diego have inquired about my
STE'y'E LANGEVIN . Sports• Editor
tractor
driving
background
"on
the
JON
EKSl R'OM, Features Editor .
. billion dollars in military aid to the
he voted as a trustee for on;ly partial
Contras in Nicaragua who are divesqnent, in the recent 14-4 vote farm i-n Laconia." And, on the other
CINDY F!ICH, Photo Edi!or
RONIT LARONE;. Photo Editor
side, I've had no difficulty recogknown to be ruthless terrorists of taken by the trustees.
nizing
·that
Californians,
not
unlike
FISCHER,
Business
Ma@a@er
MARY
the people . We have military
Very recently, Faye Buttric,k of
_I I
CARRIE F. KEATING. Advertising Manager
advisors in Honduras and Guatem - Bnsto
· l,- a 1960 gra
· d ua t e of .UNH , New Englanders, each have their
ala training these Guerrilas. These
has let it be known that she is own distinct personalities. I envi . Advertising Aslioclates Andrea Koch
Julie Barker
Mark Micciche
, Stephanie Norton
l'lieh Wallace
Audrey Breslau
Joseph ~ oreau
running as a write-in candidate for sioned none of them as merely beingContras are not the popular ,ruling
Lisa Sinatra
Jackie Michaue
Marc Carroll
Sue Mudgett
Clrculallon !Wlanager
Jill Vranicar
Jim Church
·. faction of that beleaguered country.
UNH Alumni Trustee, an election "party animals ." I simply enjoyed
Dave Olson
Dianna Witham
Photographers
Charlene C!oi,ey
Candy Peterson
Julie Cross
Copy Readers
process currently underway by mail. talking with them as friends.
· My Government refused to consider
Carol Conmarre
Erika Randmere
Bjorn A. Davis •
Bart Griffin
·
When
the
adventurous,
broadNancy Craig
.
Jocelyn Ritchot
: a moratorium on nuclear testing
Many of us in West Rumney know
Patricia
Ccawford
Tom
Rooney
~:~rb~s~~lbrook . if,> r ~dydF~~: ln berg
Cynthya Cumings
Marla Smith
extended to us by Mikhael Gorba - Faye as our interim, licensed min- minded Trezek embarked on his
Lisa Sinatra
Dave Goodman
Bo Fuller
Ruth Stearns
journey
to
NH,
he
should
have
been
Karen Willet
Suzie Haynes
Ed Garland ·
Robin Stieff
chov.. A decision that h.as global
ister at the West Rumney Commun- .
Editorial AHlstant
Joan Howard
Dave Gibbons
Gary Stoncius
Sainjay Jain
,Jen lilrainard
implications in arms control neity Church, where s~e has just more open-minded, and realized ·
Gregg Goostray
PaulTolme
Forum Editor
Scott Jones
Chris HeiseAlileg
Chris Urick
gotiat.ions advancements. One that
completed a year of good work that UNH would not revolve
Bob Klemme
Peter Katz
Gail Hendrickson
Amy Van Der Bosch
Fashion Editor
Tim Leavy
Jennifer Hightower
Ami Walsh
continues to uphold the reign of
among us. Her training is with the around .him, or anyone else for that
Kirsten Martin
Mic hele Val way .
John W. Hurney
Sherri L. White
matter.
Whether
or
not
you're
a
News Brief Editor
Laura Mukenhowpt
Matt Jasper
terror of these weapons. ·
united Church of Cht)st, and
Technical Supervisors
Andrea Holbrook
Kristen Slater
Kathy
Johnson
Susan Bowen ~
Graphic Manager
Paul Tolme
.
And this past Monday my Go information s~ared by that body- loafing body of "walking chemiRick Kampersal
Jamie McDerm ott
Deborah Elellavance
Production ABBl1tanls
us·a Karacostas
Typl1ta
vernment resorted to terrorist acts
· 1·ngs 1·n cals," it's up to each and every
Carrie
Keating
as we II as d at·1 y h a ppen
Noreen
Cremin
g!~f~~n! • slstants
J;;~~leMJ:rr~~ey
Sarah Keith
by going into ano'ther country ;, apartheid South Africa convince student at UNH to make the mos·t
Carrie Bounds
Staff Raporter
Matt Kfeury
~~~~i~a~~~d
of
the
opportunistic
environment.
StephaAie Brooks
Bryan-Alexander
Jon Kinson
''under cover of night'' and bombing
her -that full divestment is the most
Laurie Mainella
Peter Crocker
Jessica Wilson
Michele Kirschbaum
Maria Sillari
Reporters
Sandy Curtis
five " military targets." These canhopeful route to take. Three can• . It may be true that a maj9ri.ty of
Mary Beth Lapin
Lisa Sinatra ·
Jason
Gaillard
Robert
Arsenault
Cathy Mccarron
·Lori Stubbs,
not be interpret~d as anything but
didates on the slate for UNH the UNH student body is composed
Mark Goulart ·
Alan Adelman
Beth McCarthy
Pauline Tremblay
Fiona Jameson
Bryan Alexander
of Massachusetts and NH residents. ·
J.""1elloW '
terrorist tactics. A contin-uation of
the circle of kiiling already as a Alumni Trustee all support only But the blend of variou,s lifestyles
'•

Proud

Fur,draiser

Aparth eJu
•;,.,

-Affronted
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University FQrum
On .Libya
By Bernard K. Gordon
Much noflsense has been spread about these past
few days, in connection both with Libya's behavior
under Khadafy and the U.S. air strike against targets
there. Expectedly from some Arab qu:attfrs, but
more depressingly from other places including
Durham, has come the notion that Khadafy' s actions
have their "root cause" in the Israeli-Arab conflict.
This will come as a surprise to Egypt, long in conflict
with Khadafy, and whose President Sadat once
termed a lunatic some years ago; to Filipinos, who
found. Khadafy providing arms and money to
Moslem rebels irt their country; to the French, who
were betrayed by Khadafy in connection with a
conflict in Chad; to many Arab states infuriated
over Khadafy's support for Iran in its· conflict with
Iraq; and not least, to the many ariti-Khadafy Libyan
students and others who have been singled out for
murder by his agents all around the world.

"Like Syri~ and Iran, Libya .
un_der Khadafy has become a
generous supporter of terrorism and indiscriminate
murders, and the, United States
is correct in' tryi:ri'g to oust
Kha.dafy from control there.''
The truth, of course, is that Khadafy is a bandit
in charge of a state apparatus- a leader whose access.
to enormous oil funds has allowed him to support
Pakistan physicists in a dangerous effor~ to 'build
an "Islamic Bomb." Kha~afy on the world scene
is the international equivalent of Lyndon Larouche
in .American .politics. Like Larouche, Khadafy is
,a half-educated ideologue ;, whose ."Green Bo@k"
; •of ideological slogans and ·exhortations 1.r eveals a
ye;;irning for a simpler period, and suggests an
approach to ·modernization most akin .to Pol Pot's
murderous Khmer Rouge in Kampuchea. And like
Larouche, whose fol.lowers now seize on fear of
AIDS and drug-use as a means of attracting more
supp.o n, Khadafy has taken on the cause of the
Palestinian , Arabs·; and the broader cause of antiAmericanism, merely as tactics desig_ned to widen
.
his own constituency.
Like Syria arid Iran, Libya under Khadafy has
become a. generous supporter of terrorism and
indiscriminate murders, and the United States is·
correct in having determined to try to oust Khadafy
from control there. The difficulty, however, is the
. Reagan administration - internally divided and .
often hypocritical in its approach to terrorism-

~

Robert Maitner Jr.
.

✓

has failed to act either sufficiently soon o.r sufficiently
effectively. It has endured an internal' battle between
Secretary of State Schultz-w_ho called years ago
for harsh action, including force, against terroristS'and Defense Secretary Weinberger, who like General
MacArthur, thinks in terms either of all-out war
·
or ·no force at all.
Moreover, while this administration has called
for "sanctions" against Libya, and prominently
demanded that individual American workers leave
Libya, 1t has left untouched the American 'oil
-companies who continue to operate there. Their
oil royalties, and their taxes paid to Khadafy, help
him foment terrorism and murder against Americans
and others, but on that issue Mr. Reagan is silent.
And he is similarly silent while his personal friend
and Ambassador to the Vatican; William A.
Wilson-in the midst of American calls for
"sanctions" against Libya, and in the face of
American non-rec;ognition of Libya- secretly flew
there· two weeks ago for what private commercial
reason we have not been told.
As George Will remarked when Reagan lifted
the grain embargo against ·the USSR, depite their
continuing occup~tion of Afghanistan, this admin. istration "loves commerce more than it loathes
communism." That accurate observation should

have moved us closer to divestment
and stimulated thought. However, it
is not my 1 intention today to defend
PFSA, which ·can stand up quite well
on its own under fair scrutiny. David
raised some valid points concerning
the relationship between PFSA and
the student body, and these are the
issues .that we can all grow from by
addressing.
When D.avid says that PFSA's influence is related to student body
support, he is right. When he says part
of the problem is that PFSA seems to
be alienating students rather than
attracting them, he has ·a point. I
wouldn't go quite that far, but there
is a definite problem in t~rms of setting
up a way for students at large to become
involved in the divestment movement.
Part of this problem involves lack o,f
resources, specifically funds and people
in positions to do outreach work on
campus. This kind of outreach takes
much organization, time, and effort.
A handful cannot do everything.
David's suggestion as a solution to
this problem is for PFSA to "Soften... (its) admission policy and begin to
appeal to and mobilize the general
student population . " I think that is
a wonderful idea, and I would even go
_as far as saying let's "forget" PFSA,
. which should not become tne issue,

.

kfr. _Gordon has 'been a professor of political science at
UNH since 1971. He teaches-in the field of foreign policy
and Asian affairs, and is the author of three books and
many articles on international politics and Ame_rican
/'
foreign policy.

Divestment . concerns ~e veryone
This forum piece is a _response to
David Olson's "PFSA Needs a Change"
in last Friday's New- Hampshire.
Although in some respects unfair,
David's article makes impor~ant points
regarding PFSA and the issue • of ·
. divestment. It is necessary for students
interested in the situation in South
Africa and USNH ties to apartheid to
deal with these points.
The first point made by David is that
UNH is no closer to divestment now
than when the:s.~ mester began. Another
point is that PFSA students should be
realistic and see that at most they have
been a "minor nuisance" to the administration with the tactics · us,e d this
semestes (the reference here is to
protests,, sit-ins, etc.). Finally, David
says that in order to have a voice in
University politics, PFSA must have
the support of the student body, which
it does not have. Th~ suggested way
to get student body support is for PFSA
to "sQften its admissions policy ... (and)
begin to bring its case to the University
community on a much wider scale."
The first two points are debatable.
A good case can be made tor the many
positive elements which :PFSA has
brought to this campus, such as educational workshops, films, speakers, .
afld discussions; in add_ition to· critical
voice and protest; all of thes~ things .

I

now read that this administration loves commerce
more than it genuinely1oathes Khadafy's and others'
terrorism.
Secretary of State Schultz won a long~delayed,
but probably pyrrhic victory on Monday when the
U.S. struck at Libya. If we are lucky, Monday's events
might yet succeed in bringing about Khadafy's ouster.
But that will probably not come so quickly, and
until the U.S. gets its own house in order, it will
persuade neither its friends nor its adversaries .that·
it is-truly serious about international banditry. To
achieve that, it cannot continue to close its eyes
to the no-less egregious behavior of Syria and Iran,
and it cani;iot permit some Americans to ,prof~t by
their dealings with the terrorists while other
Amer"icans die at their hands. Only then can the
U.S. hope to persuade the seemingly faint-hearted
in Paris and elsewhere that with the security and
prosperity they· gain from their dealings with the
United States 1 there is a responsibility as true aHies
t? act in concert with a wiser American leadership.

By BabeiteLamarre.

and join _together as students, faculty
and staff concerned about the situation
in South Africa and University invest- ·
ments.

'' ... 1 e t' s 'f orge. t'
PFSA,_ which sho'uld
not become the
issue, and join together as students,
Jaculty_and staff concerned about the situation in South Africa and University
investments.,,
David Olson, what can you do as
someone who has shown interest in
divestment and as new editor of The
New Hampshire to help with divestment? New Student Body President
Jay Ablonc;li: are you willing to work
with the senate and students on
divestment before reproposing the biU
that was killed last week? Divestment .
and South Africa are not issues that
belong to PFSA- unless we continue
making them so. They are problems
that concern every sing!e organization,
student,' staff member, administrator,

aQ.d faculty member on the Du_rham,
Keene, and Plymouth campuses.
Mel King will be speaking on racism
in the United States and how that
· connects with South Africa at 6 p.m.
· on Monday, April 21st in the Strafford
Room of rhe MUB: Student leaders and
anyone interested in divestment are
invited to join in the Strafford Room
following Mel Ki_ng's talk (approximately 7:15). We should outline what
can be done to educate UNH abou-t
South Africa and continue moving the
University System toward divestment
this semester (and in the years to come
if necessary) . Our divestment will !Jlake
a difference- the bla~k majority needs
to hear that we support them and
condemn the government which continues to refuse them humane · treatment.
Babette Lamarre is a member of People
for a Free South Africa.

Write to
the·University
Forum
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MUS O brings Fat City feast to the MUB Pllb
by Susan Mudgett
Fat City m~ans "cool", and
cool is what describes The Fat
City Band, a band from Boston
that will play in the MUB PUB
on Saturday night.
This five member close knit
band works collectively to write
their own material which makes
up a majority of their show.
Their music is typical of the old
up-beat rhy_thms of the Frank
Sinatra tunes.
"I want a Hamburger" is one
of their more comical and well
. known tunes, and cannot be just
· listened to without some boppin' around.
"Diamond" Jim Baker plays
saxophone, Jon Sullivan plays
the bass guitar, Joe Miccerelli
plays piano, and the lead vocalist
Paul Redman.
UNH student Gin Trapp is
responsible for programming
this Saturday's concert. Ever
since she saw thell_l at the Cape
this summer, Trapp knew this
was the type of "fun, boppin',
and down-right partying band"
lacking here at UNH . She
believes that students need more
diversity in what they're given
for bands besides the usuai rock
_and top 40 bands.

When Fat City play cover _
material they play it their wai
The fact that they have been
together from the beginp.ing
( except for the new drummer
added this year) comes across
in the fun that they have performing. During shows it is
common for Redman to wander
the crowd, picking out women
and serenading them on his ·
knees. He g.-ets the audience
involved by picking people out
and standing on tables, and just
plain havingfon.
·
The Fat City Band has played
to crowds as big as 20,000 at the
reknowned Hatch Shell in Boston, and just last year they were
voted one of Boston's most
popular bands by the Boston
Globe. They have played all over
the Northeast, including such
famous clubs as The Mill Hill ---.
Club of Cape Cod and Jonathan
Swifts of Cambridge.
. Fat City cut their first album
this ye·a r in N~w Orleans, and
are looking at ~ full schedule
of performances for '86.
Fat City will bring a~ original mix of rock ;n' roll and comic antics to to_morrow
This will be their first appear- . Pub crowd. (photo courtesy MUSO)
ance at UNH, and hopefully it .-- - - -- -=--- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - -- - - - - -- - ,
will be a good one. The Fat City
band is a party band bringing
their kind c;>f party to UNH.
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The Pencils will provide the
dance and the Little People's
Day Care Center will provide
the cause ~his Saturday at the
Portsmouth Masonic Temple.
Past day care dances have
attracted up to 300 people, and
have raised more than $2,500
for the center, which primarily
serves low income fam'ilies.
Little People's Day Care Center is located in the basement

dancers who have sponsors
In June they are charterin
pledging money for each hour a boat out of Newburyport fo
they dance.
a whale watch. They also receiv
Tim Cunningham, an em- some funds from Friends o ·
ployee at the center, expects a burham Day Care and th
great turnout for this year's United Way. Little People'
. dance. "In the past we have had charges according to what peo
the dances in the summer," said ple can pay, ranging from tw
Cunningham, ''.so we have to 13 dollars a day for child care
missed a lot of UNH students,"
Most of the families that us
Cunningham also said he ·w as the center are affiliated wit
"very pleased that The Pencils, UNH, either as students o
one of the most popular bands faculty. About half are sirtgl
on the seacoast, a:greed to pro- women, who either work ful
vide the music. They are playing time, go to school full time o
for much less than the amount both. "We relieve some of th
they usually play for."
stress," said Cunningham, " b
"The dam:e floor will never letting them know their kid
be empty ~ince a number of are safe, and by minimizin
people have been collecting expf:~Ses."
sponsors, and promise to dance
throughout the evening in exThe Dance-A-Thon , 9 pmchange for ~ontributions to day 1 am, is open to the public, and
care," said Larry Gagne, a staff is being held at Portsmouth's
member at the center.
Masonic Te~ple. Soda an
According ro Cunningham, refreshments will be served, bu
Little People's Day Car~, which · BYOB. Tickets can be purchase
has been in Durham for 15 · at the door, at Rock Botto
years, is one of the oldest day Records and The Rising 17:id
care ,c enters on the sea.coast . i-n Portsmouth, and at Jodi's
They receive some federal funds, The Bagelry or The U ppe~cu
but not enough to cov_er the costs in DurhafI1;. Ticket ~rice is $5.00
. of day· car.e. Litrte People1s has For more mform~t1on, call pa
' .. tp do some fund rai~ing of. their .
~P~:.54l_?,_¥ogd~r.,J_q ~a
ol\\fo. ..-
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singers to r:ound out the· sound cessor~, they've adopted a much co the past affiliations··of Paul
which has already been over- more palatable fe.el. This can F:od ~;ers (Bad Company)' a-nd
loaded by the addition of "Fair-: be accredited to the cleaned-up J t~m_my Page . (Led Zepplin).
lighting and Programming'·' sound that producer Steve Gron- u ': '.,lrtunately, this mediocre
courtesy Pete "Q" Harris. Can't back has given the Parade.
efhn from the Firm does no·c
Crashing Dream combines . qrncc meet those expectations.
tell the players without a scorecard. ·
·
the melodic stylings of their.first
"Cadillac" is easily th_; wont
They band did have a perfect LP, Emergency Third R.ail Pow- song on the album. It ,is slow,
foundation laid for a comeback er Trip, with the big sound and plodding, boring - and way too ..
qnt.il; . th.ey· released the new thicker production of 1984's EP, long, clocking it at almost,six
a:Lbum. Unnoticed in the black Explosirms in the Glass Palace.
minutes. There must have'been:
The more polished direction out-takes better than .chis . .
hole x.hat they call a career, has
b<::en: The Story of A Yo.u ng became evident in their style
The first single, "All the
Heart, their last album; It is an on last year's Live in Japan. Live King's Horses,"· comes next. It
incredible, emotional work with f~aiured the best songs from the is obviously not the best cut on
· Depeche Mode
A Flock of Seagulls
intelligent
lyrics and pleasantly ftrst two records with four new the album, but. it is the shortest,
Dream come True
,B lack Celebration
textured mu.sic. And it's a bar- ones, plus one cover tune·. (This and therefore the most l:omm:erJive Records
· Sire Records.
gain at t·he $2.99rntout bin price album was just r-elea,sed in the ~i '.', ·! ~ proba}?ly the rea·s ef (?r _
. US last week by Enigma.)
·
that it's getting now. ·
its single status. The key{:>oar.d
Power Trip floated with psy- · sound: is a trifle annoying-, but
By Arthur Lizie
Unfortunately, on. Dream
By Gregg Goostray
· A long time ago in a British Come True, AFOS have hired chadelic tongue-in.,cheek ap- the song as a whole is average
By imparting a Gothic style
to a soun_d dominated by layered · .port city called Liverpool, four •a wrecking crew to destroy any peal. As members of the Los and not quite uAple:asant to
Angeles ·"Paisley underground,''
··
· , .
.
white noise, Depeche Mode has young lads formed a rock group chance they had at a come back The Ra.in p ·a rade were a band listen c·o.
Rodgers cries, "Why can't we
_produc~d some rather captivat- which set the rock world on its .that have totally changed their
rng material upon their latest ear's. They_ had hit singles ~nd . sound wichou.t progressing. that"dicln'i mi'nd if you laughed live in peace?" on the next track ·
reiease. A sty.le that is the. garnered major radio air play. Most of the lyrics are mundane · at their always ta~tefol, btit his lament for the world we liv~
epitome o_f diversification afld A certain appeal made them boadering on offensive while some.r im.es. trite moments: Gone ' in_ today.__''Live_ in Peace" begins
the 'cutting edge of innovation, . popular on TV and their funny ,' the music is in no way ·u p to par from Crashing Dredm are the w1tl) a ntce, simple pi?QO,_but
repetitive, sing,.song guitar that annoying keyboar;d: s,o:urid
Martin Gore's intriguing com- haircuts were all the rage. Then with previous output.
The band's. new sound is leads and bouncy .bass lines. is -back by the middle .o f the .
positi~nal efforts ar~ becoming they made the mistake of putbasically an appeal for a hit Leftover however, are just fab- turn;. Despite chis minor probmore intellectual than dance- ting uut a second album.
No, it's not Johq, Pa1,1l, single via Howard ]opes. Light ulously well played songs. lt Je m, · Page ma!).ages to "'rip
able: ·
Depeche Mode is, headed into · George, and Ringo, but Mike, pop with. a Motown feel an-d seems that the Parade have through an excellent lead' that,
their seventh_year as a group, Ali, Paul, and Frank. A Flock enough synthesizers to put a finally put style below substance. although halting .in' places,
- The two sides of Matt Piucci
arid "Black Celebration," their . of Seagulls fell from the heights smile on Mr, Moog's fac·e and . and John Thurman's guitar displays some of ·his · fahied
·
of
stardom
to
the
utter
depths
a
dollar
in
his
pocket,
are
the
speed on the' fretboard. : · •· > · ·
seventh album, is one of their
-of ,obscurity _qukker than even key objectives. Not contemp- att~ck are evident in the blazing
· The flip side of the.,LP aiso ·
best.
twrn solo at the end of "Gone opens with a harq:,_r-ocker, ap~
. W~ile the immensely popular Andy Warhol thought people table, not ·e ~pecially likeable,
the record merely exists.'
. W~st" and contrasted by the propriate-ly called ':Tea'r ,-Down
htt People Are People" would.
more laid back, "My . Secret the rWa:lls," Page uses a flanger
After
the
band
had
initial
"Hot
Tonight"
is
the
only
brought the band into the mainCountry."
..
on .this trackto attain a difforent
s~ream in 1984, Depeche Mode, success, with songs such as "I song which even comes close
Perhaps
a
Led
Zeppelin
in., sound,allowing Tony Franklin·•s
Ran"
and
"Space
Age
Love
.to
matching
even
the
worst
of
hke Pepsi, have remained the
choice of a new generatiqn. . S~-i:ig,'' they, followed up with ~he las~ album. T,he guitar is fluence steps forward ,(Physical admirable bas·s:.playing io ·r"ise
Depeche Mode is simply vogue. the album Listen and the single mterestmg and the :multi-layers Gr~_f.itti) on "~h1prpi wn· Tl\e· to a·pos:itioh of prom'inerice.
Man.' . "Don't- Feel .. Fr:ank-lin °.displays .his.,,,first
The title track, ."Black Cele- "Wishing" and their career flew of soun~ are actually (oh~sive. R~1lroad
Bad',, ''is ,{ bit like "~n,' old' friend·,
the
coop.
The
summer
of
1983,
The
"you
gotta
hav~
faith'.'
lyrics
·
coritr~bution of songwriting for
bration" is of particular interest
the ·one song that does use the ·, the Firm on the next song, titled'
because of its ability to induce AFO§ wei:-e opening at 60,000 are also a pleasant change from
depression in a sublime fashion. seat venues opening for The the cheap sexism of some of the Beatles. Revolution bass line. "Drea_ming." Sadly enough, th~:
Although still a . f,ine song, tune IS yet another mediocre'
''.To celebrate the fact/ that Police. A year later, they played other songs.
"Fertile Crescent" sounds a mite effort which basically just helps:
Metro
"Better
'the
Better"
features
to
just
1,500
at
Boston's
we've seen the black/ of another
·
black day" and similar lyrics with the perennial opening- a Dave Gilmow;--ish guitar and too much like Glass Palace's to fill out the side.
·
. "Free to Live," the penulfr,
abound; not really straightfor- band-for-hire; The Lyres. April the usual wacky hijinks :which "Blue" ·than it ought.
· The Rain Parade ha ye never mate track, has also received
ward, but there's meaning there- 29, with luck, they will pack 300 , one has co"rne to know and love
had a consistent line tip, but s.ome radio airplay, due to its
faithful souls into The Paradise. from a Fairl_ight. '
... really.
·
.
"Love on Your Knees,'' have always remained consist- d~iving beat. The final song on _
_"A _Question Of lust" may Maybe next year they'll play the
"Heartbeat Like A Drum " the ent in their sound. New stde twci, however, is more
suck in the back of your mind Jessie Doe lounge.
. The major cause for the first single .culled frodi the m~mbers· Mark ·Markum deserYing. "Spirit of Love/' like
as one of the more impressive
_ song_s in its·?armon_ic lingerings, · group's descent is the media's album, "Say So Much," ~nd the (drums) and John Thorman "Live in Peace," begins with a
rest of the album all pretty much (guitars) really accentuate the ~imple, unadorned pi~n,o. Thi~
. yet tt too 1s not 10 the most unwillingness to give them
buoyant train of thought. It talks second chance. Hailed as the ~ound alike. Nothing is very bad, sound of the band, one might ts a vety u.p beat song, almost
·
. hope they've found a home here. an~hernic in content: "If yori
of living a relationship on the .new messiahs, they did not Just overly repetitive.
A nicely arranged record
have the spirit o'f love to carry
, razor edge of-one's limitations. -immediately resurect rock from _ Is this the end for our fledging
Crashing
Dream progresses th~ the day/ The spirit of your love
the
eady_80's
doldrums
and
they
·
heroes?
Probably.
Maybe
they'll
Certainly a subject to ponder
were promptly pushed aside tor release some.thing again, not way ~n album ~ho_µld, holding will show you the way." The'
at one point or another.
the
ne~t "big thing." Oh well, that anyone will care. Nobody a begmning, middle, and an end, introduction of uncredited fe"Stripped" is the answer to
"A Question Of Lust" and is at least they made a couple of cared last time, this time and rather than just seeming like _male backgound vocalists t·on~table for its amazing rhyth- bucks while they were popular. ' probably won't care in the a collection of songs with no wards the end of the tune i.s ~.
Most radio listeners probably future.The yawns will continue unity. ·
beautiful ploy. .
·
·
mic .sensibilities. Even though
An appropriate end cut,
do
not know that the barid has and Mike will keep changing
This was an excellent choice
the protagonist of the story
''. Only Business" features Matt to close the ·album because it
.
should be t-re-ated with a double had a personnel change. Guit- his hairstyle.
Piucci
on guitar and vocals, sans leaves the listener feeling good.
arise
Paul
Reynolds,
the
one
.d?se of Depro Provero, its a cool
accompaniment,
save some miwith
the
bright
colored
glasses
I just wish the whole album
piece in and among itself.
nor percussion. This ninety ~ould make you feel good, but
who looks about 12 years old
"New Dress" tells the t-ales
second wonder is a quiet little · lt doesn'.t. Mean Business is
m9stly gote, of-murder', arson: · has left to ''pursue a solo career.''
epilog1:1e that wraps up the P?Wh~re near as strong as Th~
aq~ similar unpleasantness, ._ His career will be about as
package nic~1y.
,. , · Fir.:_m; 1t,just doesn't rock as hard.
popular'
as
the
Red
Sox'
current
·
,
.
whde Princess Di picks out a
Crashing Dream ia a iogit~,l ·
dress for her wardrobe; inter- relief corps.
· and mature progression for The .
The rest of the band, vocales·ting in 'its juxtaposition of
Rain Parade, and .although not'
ist/keyboardist/haircut Mike
social contradictions.
·
their best work, is certainly their
Score,
his
brother
drummer
Ali
· On the whple, this album gets
mdse well dorie.
(continued from page 19)
the overwhelming vote as the Score, and bassist Frank Maudsley
have
gathered
their
colleca
pop-synth
dynamo with "Ano..:
oi}e with the most depressing
therloverholenyohead."
·
·
lyrical ventures since Tears for tive wits on their third album
Wendy (Melvoin) and Lisa,.
Fears «The Hurting." There is Dream come True, .a last ditch,
(Coleman) co-wrote "Sometimes
not one happy word on the "ol' college try," for popularity.
. The Firm
It Snows In April" and "Mounrecord. Every now and then they In_ this case, the "ol' college try"
Mean Business
. rains.''. Complete with James··
do offer a few· alternatives to ~111 only get_ college airplay and The Rain Parade
Atlantic Records
Browman screeches, "Moun- ·
a ,~hopeless situation, but as no commercial success.
Crashing
Dream
In place of Reynolds, the
rains" is heavily orchestrated
Anastasio Somoza Debayle once
By Kevin Harkins
remain~ng trio have employed Island Records
If the Firm really do "mean funk with soulful horns. The
noted, "It Wp.S a sterile effort."
bus tness," as the title of their album closes with "Sometimes
Although the lyrics are dis - an army of guitarists. Pe_rhaps
secomd release purports, then It_ Sno'ws In-April-," a striking
·turbing, the rri.usic is not. De- they thought that his intricate By Ric Dube
This ' is the Rain Parade's they ,tre going to have to try a v1gnef~e of souring romance,
peche Mode has a way of con~ wizardry could not be handled
structing a song with a computer - by one mere mortal. That they m ator l~bel debut, and a turning lot harder to convince their the fluid acoustic guitar deepen!?g the bitteer~weet twang.
~hat really amazes the composer co:uld believe that for, they must pornt 10 their maturity. Al- a1.:dience.
All I ,want 1s your extra
As for their supposed one m us all. Definitely one of the hav~ a sense of humor if they though this LP, their fourth
noteworthy i:ecords of the year contmue to make albums. They release, doesn't hold the same shot .l!ebut album, expecta~ions . ~ifI1e,'~- Pr~,nc;e, sa~.s, "You gotta
have also/ added background "Paisley Appea1" as their pred~- have been high for chis band'due . try my new fonk!
so f,ar.
·
·
·
1
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CoI?,tip.uedfron1 page 16
were involved in the success of this
event;·Aespite the recent blow to
the.soda! aspect of the organization.
Thus ,proving that, there is so much
mo_re 'to .a Greek organization than
. raicts and pledge dances. Phi Mu
I'nay have been "Rapped For Hazing, "' b u t they are coming back
stronger, closer, and they certainly
"Rocked with Unity" this _past
. Satu,vday~
Jill Gerber

a

To the Editor:
. This ,letter is in response to the
article written by Bryan Alexander
entitled '_'C alming Down." As a selfrespect irig, "normal" woman, I
must say that I find the p>oorly
written piece ofJen~ive.
Mr. Alexander makes light of the
pervasiv~ problem of sexual harnssm'e nt and suggests the "scantily
clad" . sunbathers in his article
deserve to b~ harassed. i\fterall,
if these women remained "formless
blobs of wool" as in the winter, they
would nor have this problem. How
ignor~nt you are Bryan. If you were
educated ·at a·M_a.bout the problem
of secx,_ ual: harassment; you would
realize, that .the .amqunt of" clothing
a wo1:11a9, has QtJ, h~s little ro do with
it, It .is .a form -o·f violence towards
a ~f-Pi~irrays a lack of rqpect for
women.
.
·
. Mr. .Alex'ander's essay is also
upsect'irig· because he leads the ·
readeno bel ieve, in the fir:;r few
paragraphs; that he .is going m give
the ~i:cii\i ms,·of iSex,1c1.a1 hafass'ment
c1d:virn O.Ffhow ,re>.<;l~al with the anger
~n_d Iw ,m i Liarion accompanied by
1r. lpstea~l,, ~e ,por,t.rays _men (?)
harasf\~_g _.~h,~ -~~-Vl!'=l] ~-f ''.p~v.iously

_.
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victims of char cruel female known
as Mother Nature." I guess the logic
behind a statement like this is as
follows: men are victims of
perverse sexual d-r ive ·provided by
Mother Nature. Since this female,
Mother Nature, victimizes males,
it is okay for males to victimize
other females. Now, does that really
make sense B·ryan?
I also object to the arliide because
it insinuates that all males are sexcrazed animals in constant pursuit
of' half-naked coeds. I have a lot of
male triends and none ot them are
like that. They are concerned mostly
about their school work, careers
and so forth. Of course they look
and talk about attractive. females
but they do not verbally insult them
and make them feel as though they
are nothing more thafl a pair of
breasts and buttocks.
Your article suggests to .me .that
you have a probh:m with women.
Anyone that condo11es such behavior does. Your article rnmes across
as condoning such. Perhaps you
have seen too many teen flicks and
videos ·which treat women as mern
sexual objects. Or perhaps, you are
going through latent puberty. This
would explain your article's preoc. cupation with skimpy· outfits and
c9ld s_howers, virtually ignoring the
serious problems and consequences
of sexual harassment.
Lorie Sears

~

.,

of se~ual haras~'ment. Als·~";, y~ur
article is probably worse for. you,
because yours is in print where 101:s
of eyes mn see it, rather than a few
e,a rs to hear what may have been
unfortun-ate enough to infiltrate
into their range .
I've stopped wondering how
peo.ple ~an be so thoughtless,
instead, I wish I knew how to
prevent their acts of idiocracy.
Did you ever even stop to .realize
what you were saying about -the
female?. Or better yet, how you ju:st
enhanced the -male stereotype?
Insinuating women to be "blobs
of wool" in your bleak NH _winter, .
or "cruel females known as Mother
Natu~e" · are two new definitions
I'll have to add to my Websters
pocket dictionary under "worrian,"
or rather "dirt," because that's right
where people like you keep placing
women. Everytime the women's
movement makes one step forward,
someone like you pushes 'us· five
steps back. You should be ashamed
of your "so called" facetiousness .
at the expense of today's women.
Furthermore; you have reinforced
an age old stereotypical image of
the female sex object.
The next time you happen to
catch the Nor:dicSyndrome you
"poor boy," please take your pen
and paper with you to Frig.id Air,
Canada; stay there and write to
someone who will truly appreciate
your candor-perhaps an illiterate
penguin.
i
Amy Bruger

To the Editor:
" 'This is sexual harassment' a
female student growled through
clenched teeth, sending a shower
o f; saliva 0nto the., target of,her To the Editor: J ·
anger... '. ' Yes, you accurately des
· I haven't read The ,New Hamp(ribed··a form of sexual harassment . sf?i're in many years, and happened
i11 _your firs~ paragraph of your
to pick one up while doing research
ar d de, Mr. Afe.x a.oder, bui'.'th-e
~( th: Oim9f!d L_ior~ry. , . . , , ..
1
articJf ' ycfo·_w,t:d\ e is l!Q.ofher fotri\

Sta111berg_

': ,

• , .r

A~·first lwas _arrmsed by_W: Glenn
Stevens'' opinion -on die ·selection
of Susan Stamberf a·s corrimence~·
To the Editor:'•
JJHmt speaker, I 'thought it wasa
very funny article until I realized Q'tii• '·fa1;e_weil perf()fll] a,nc~, for yo.u
vihu ,a·r~ leaving us to d:isct>Vei your ;
t~,,i( Stevens_.was_serious!
futtrne, ii9d'-for you· -wht-) will- depart .
It brought me back to my gradua1,.mt11 S~ptembe:r•, :if 'being, planQed
tion cer(;l rp:ony. The speak~,-, was
1
then Governor Medrim. Thomson. for your _pleasu-re. and enjoymen.t. • ·
·
Our
"Sp:rin.g
o(.
Many
Colhrs,
;·
too- was embarassed by ·the selecin~pired. byJoseph an-cl the_arµa ziri'g
tion, not because Thomson lacked
Technicolo:r Drea1ncoa,t;" has ip ~
notoriety, but becalilse he was
volved many of yourbeautiful·peers
probably tfie .most sel'f-ser·v ing
g().venfor New Hampshire has ever·. who ·~1re working hard in the hope
had,"I r:emember his ur:i-New Hamp-· that we will have much applause
and excellent reviews.
shire-like i:waRg and the booing and
Our props are in place at your
hissing which rippled through my
· class, but his innornous message '· "Memorial Union Playhouse" and
we open our doors on Monday,
left no impression on me .
April 21. Our five day acts will
There was another speaker there
continue through Friday, April 25
whose name I forg<:!t. He was an
to give yon more opportunity to
educator who had been a student
be part of our production. Our·
at UNH durin·g the early fifties.
curtain rises each day at 10 a.m. and
He spoke from the heart about the
.
·
pains of his adolescence at UNH drops at 3 p.m.! ·
With .the happiness of springand reminded us of our fortune to
time, there is also a touch of.sadness
experience the University communas we say goodbye to our loyal
ity in a more enlightened era.
senior ~ who hav.e given at many Unlike his name, the humanity of
of our appearances. We ask those
his message is unforgettable.
of you who have not yet been a part
Sus~n Stamberg has been a perof our Program to pay them respect
sonal and informative voice in free
by giving for the first time.
journalism a~d public radio for a
We need you to fill someone's
decade. Since Stevens is a student
day with the sunniest and happiest
of journalism, I hopr that some of
hour~ so they too may enjoy the
the profundity of her mission will
Many ' Colors coming our w,ay!
rub off on her/him. On the other
Please-give y(>ur vital youth which
hand, if Stevens truly wishes to hear
is the sprir:ig of l.ife!
a notorious · pbli t ician present
"Joseph" aCld I wll be in the wings
her/him with a mission statement
cheering you on to make this the
for commencement, no doubt Lyngreatest shi.>w on earth!
don Larouche ,would be willing to
Jarry Stearns
.
oblige.
,Your Durha,in Red Cross
'· Blood Chairman
Kathryn. S. ~ulhearn

., Blood Drive

I

0

~ ;•:'3 -.

-_1

~l c~ •. t

,,. · -· ·

Writ~ letters

· · t ~ \ ~ .t ·, _..~j-

·The University of~ew Hampshire
in
The Twenty:First Century

SHRINKING? ·

Sched ule of Events
H:30 ,u,-Wekome by Conference Cochairs

Gordon Haaland, _
President of the University of New Hampshire
Stuart Palmer. Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
8:4~

JO: Vi

.U I . -Goals

of Education: Teaching ·
Moderator: Allen 8. Linden. Associate Professor of Historv
PaAelists: Manley irwin. Professor of Economics and ,
Administration
Barbara Cooper. A'>sociate Professor of French
Samuel Smith. Professor of Animal Science
and Biochemistry

Learn to reduce unnecessary ·expenses.
by becoming an informed consumer
at the

., .~1. -Coffee

10:30 A.~1.-Goals of Education: Scholarship

Moderator: .David Le·arv, A'>sociate Proressor of
Psychology
Panelists: . ) ames Morrison. Pmfessor of Chemist,ry and
A<;sodate Vice President for Research
Jean Kennard. Professor of EAglish , •
Marc Hiller. A'>sociate Professor of Health
Administration and Planning.

1:3Q P.M.-Organization and Curriculum

Moderator: Paul Rrc>Ckelman. Professor of Philosophy
Speakers: Gordon Haaland, President of the lJniversi5\'
of New Hampshire
·
_- Edwin Young, President Emeritus and Rennebohm
Professor of Applied Economics. University ofWisconsin

NATIONAL CONSUME-RS WEEK
, WO.RKS-H OPS
Monday, April 21

Wednesday, April 23

A representative from the New
Hampshir·e Attorney Gene-ral's
Office will discuss lhe NH Lemon
Law concerning new vehicles and
the NH Health Club Law regardi.1g
legal contracts.
·

Lawyer, Stephen White, UNH
Legal Services, w'ill speak on tenant
rights and landlord responsibilities.

2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

3:00 P.M. -Coffee
3:Vi P\1-Roundtable
Moderator: Richard Hersh, Vice President for Academic
Affairs

Participants: panelists and speakers
~,Vi P.M.-Closing Remarks

~:30 P.\1.-Reception

/

/

Aft acnt.r 1citl he held c1t
the /:'1/ir,t Al!i11111i Cc11/cr
The 1111h/h· i, mrcli,illr inl'itcd

Tuesday, Apri l 22

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. ·

·~

~ ®~_-_·_'.,.,~-

,@

~~

_Travel Agent, Greg Aldridge, will t · HiUsborough Room,

MUB

provide insight into purchasing
vacation packages: "Read Be- Free .Admission
tween The lines" for hidden
expenses.
· , Sponsored by the
7:00 - 8:00 p.m. ·

Commuter/Transfer Center

,..
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The New Hampshire is
looking for a res pbnsib1e ·

·3rc1

'almost'

:• GRAPHIC EDITOR for •~

annual

I 1986-7

.i .

~

t
i•

: and many. creative

GRAPHIC WORKERS

~

for 1986-7

CONVENTION

.: -No e:X:perience
. : neces~ary

.

UNH'86
DATE: May _
10, 1986
TIME: 10 AM to 10 PM
PLACE: U.N.H. Field House, Durham, NH
ADMISSION: $ 1.00 U.N.H. Students and Children under 12
$3.00 Non-students

FEATURING: _
Open gym juggling, workshops,equipment raffel,Juggling
videos, convention t:-shlrts

Public Show at .1:30 p.m.
A thrilling public show starring U.N.H.
· Alumnus and professional juggler Mark Nizer from a recent
performance on Bob Hope's PBS special with a cavalcade of
·
New England jugglers;
Sponsored by the U.N.H. Juggltng Club and P.F.O.

.

•

·. Please pick up an application
at The New Hampshire in .
--i

.
••
•

..
·:

the MUB

•

:•
·~ Leave.completed applications .~
: in the Graphic Editor's
:•!-•, ,
~mailbox lo-c ated~in the New i ·
.

.

.

, H~Pshire. ·
•

•

< .

•

' , ·,

,.-·

_

.· .. f

·

'% .

•

.. '

•

········~···~························~·······~···········
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.

Come on down to the new
-Audiophile
we· are celebratin·g
our gran9 reopening ·
_April 19 & _~O _this Sat & Sun
This is bur 10th Annual
Hot Dog and Beer Blast
.

'

-

-·. _AUDlOftillf
· IN THE BIG RED BARN
.

.

•.~~~i~~E/~~~~i;~~~ :
• CAR ST! REO •
. • PUBLIC ADDRES S• PACI NC •

Le_ave the warehouse look behind and step insid e the new Audiophil
Like you. we're serious about music and vid e o.
Only the best brands f_or us. Only th.e best price s for your home,
office and car. Our car stereo -display is the largest on the Seacoast

We install. We service. We excel!.

• HA(KCROUNI) MUSI( .
• SAHL LITE lV •
• liOMf THlAlRI •
• CELLULAR PHONES •

NIKKO AU:: ::J
..,MITS,l;6'SHI

,\I\\ \

Boston

()PIO"\.C:::CH

~ SCOTT.

· 122 LAFAYETTE RD., RT.1, N. HAMPTON, NH03862

\., - - ,

~t: •,. ;, ()QO

Sfiz.Jj:~~dlCib

IM ! _. _.'J +·

::.'.'-!l11111111Hl

• (603) 964-7115 •

WHEB remote on Saturday

-·wERZ on SUnda

-

.

'

'

... We will be giving away a pai
- · of Boston Acoustics
,- home speakers and a
·. complete Pioneer system
· . -instaHed for the _car
Door Prizes drawn hourly
Register for · th.e · comp let
satelHte sYSterti giveaway ·
'

.

.

'.._'t ,<-v'· ;-- 'l .. f·i '~-::-t\ ~\1 ;
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- --TANK--

'

<cominued from page 5)
it's sort of like the feeling you
get from _a great sleep."
The tanks have been credited
in recent years with great sue- ·
cess in the treatment of a wide
range of ailments, including
anxiety, migraine and tension
headaches, hypertension, and
cardiovascular problems, ac- ,
cording to Michael Hutchinson,
author of "The Art of Floating."
It is thought, says Hutchin~
son, that floating causes the
brain to excrete endorphines,
neurochemicals-called the "b0d- y's own opiate." These endor:..
phines create a se_n se or relaxation and euphoria, similar to
a "runner's high."
Hutchinson attributes the
cures from floating to the ·effects
of the neurochemicals and a
"hypometabolic state" that re:duces blood pressure and heart
rate that continue even after·

.a

)(

I

.c

)(

1
·.,.'

1.'

·i

P_~GE TW~N~~ THREE
°'i-->.; · ~:.

.,
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.·.-,

)C

)C

'

)C

)C

MAMA .LEONE'S
Hampton Beac_h
Kitchen Help Needed.
Top Hourly Wage, Bonus and S0111,irLiving E~pense
(A fun place to work"this -su;;,1ntne~)
interviews on Saturday· a'.·rid S1..1:nd-a.y
.

...

.

.

.

-

'

'

,,

.

_;

,

~·

'

April 12, 13 and Ap-ril 19, 20
from 11-2\

L

leaving the isolation tank.
_
"Perhaps some medical cures
can happen because the mind
i's so
ease within the tank,"
said Hutchinson, "but it basically should be used for relaxation concentration. It's ·great
_for athletes._"
In the movie "Altered Stat~s,"
a young Harvard scientist
emerges from an isolation tank
as a·gorilla-like prehistoric man
with an appetite for gazelle.
"Things like that don't
happen," laughed Mark Wyeth
of Dover who has used the tanks_·
at the Franklin, '. 'but those ideas
have c_reated a stigma; pe~ple
think psychadelic or uncontrollable fri.g htening things will
happen. It's just very relaxing
and"'- therapeutic; def_initely
Worth ex-perienci.n g."

·

.

'

.

'

located on the corner of H street and Ocean Blvd. ·
(in the Hillcrest Hotel)
just before the Childr~n's Playgro~nd
113 .0cean Blvd.
Hampton Beach 926-5576
==:;:;;1•111;;¢==;;;;;;;;1;~·===·,'lt:::::::==·"ci.===~?C===·-'?C===-.J?C.C===?1¢:¢===·~·===·Hlt===··4ct.===''''!.===;??it.::=..::JI

'f.C
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-- HAALAND----

X

(continued from page 3)
:fulfill his expectations of UNH
· becoming "the best, small,
p~blic university."
·
"I think we are beginning to" -_
hear it," said Haaland, referring
to UNH's improvement. "An
incoming freshman from Washington chose UNH because
'we're as goo.~.as the Ivy leagues,
_ but cheaper. _
Haaland said he believes
recruiting outstanding faculty
in the hext six years is the most
important thing we ran do. We
can pay the salary, he added.
"Aspiration is what we have.
People like to be part of a
winning team. UNH is chang~ ing, and getting better," said
· Haaland.
·
Haaland started teaching at
UNH as a social psychologtst
in 1965. He spent a year in
Norway as a visiting professor. ·
He then worked for University,
of Maine's admi'nisfrat-i oi fo r'
five years.
"I never expect_e d to come
back to the University of New
Hampshire," said Haaland.
"And when t came back, I never
expected to be president."

Howto
With_the American Express® Card
you can buy everything from new
spectacles to some pretty spectacular clothing. The latest in audio
equipment and t_he latest albums.
The Card is the perfect way to pay
for just about anything you'll want
during college.

How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe.that college is the fiFst
sign of success, we've made it easier for you
to.get the American Express Car4. Gradnating ·
_ students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a SI0,000 career-oriented job. If you 're
not graduating this semester, you can apply
for a special spoil.sored Card. Look for
student apfJlications on campus. Or call
1:800-THE:_CARD,. and tell them you want
- astudent _application.

~

The American Express Card.
·Don't leave school without it~M

11!'

Bulimia and ·
Bingeing
Food and

We-ight Control
problems
Stephen J. Litt-le M. Ed

603~430-8881
Specialized treatment
Eating Disorders

of

·-•

■TRAVEL
RRATED

SfRVlCES

..,.

_I-

.

.
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Catching the 'Spring loo~' ·
by Michele Va/way

~An inspiratfon for some of spring's mo'st
splendid separates. Carolyn wears pleated
walking shorts, a qlouse and a sweatshirt
draped over her shoulders. Karla wears
lightweigh t cotton jeans teamed with a
boldly striped boatneck sweater. She holds
·
an argyle sweater vest.

Opposites attract. Carolyn wears brightly
flowered cotton shorts teamed with a tank
top fabricated with an abstract design. Karla
wears a flowered tank top with abstract ..
designed shorts.

.:
Spring implies a certain charm, a sense of
pleasure in dress. Karla wears a white,
cotton knit, narrow tube skirt and a modified\
scoop-neck sweater. Carolyn wears a threequarter length cotton skirt teamed with
a tank top and an oversized cardigan
•
. sweater.
j
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A more freewheeling spirit prevails. Steve
wears plush cotton sweatpants and a shal<er
sweater. Karla wears light weight cotton
je~ns and a polo shirt.

A more relaxed, way ·of living ~nd dressing.
Carolyn wears plush cotton sweatpant s
teamed w'ith a polo shirt and sweatshirt .
Karla wears cotton leggings, a cartoon fabric
tank top and sweatshirt.

Comfortab le collectible s. Steve wears
pleated _walking shorts and a cable knit
pullover sweater. Karla we-ars pleated
walking shorts and a cable knit pullover
sweater vest.

Clothing courtesy of
Benetton. ·

A season of terrific cotton knit sweater and
shirt dressing. Carolyn wears a cotton Tshirt dress, _belt and blazer. The long blazer
can instantly change the look of anything
it is worn over. Also, a blazer can be the
best solution to a more polished daytime
look. Karla wears a flowery-te xtured
sweater dress and a c·able knit sweater over
her shoulders.

Photography by Eric Smith
and Ste·ve Parker. ·
Kar/a Alderman, Carolyn
. Matte and Steve Parker
models.

l
, !
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-BAHA'l--<cominued from page 7)

by Jim· Davis ·

GARFIELD®
KINPOF' MOPP
PAC,,, ISN'T I

IT'.5 TOO PEEP
FOR A LITTLE
FELLER LIKE YOO

YOO OOGHTA
T LJP ON JO

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

"R.IGIARI? V. AllEN,
ACLePTEI) MON/3Y
AN!? WATOIES,
RESIGNEV,.~'

"EO ME:/33&, .

AVOl/l 7Hl3RUSH,

A/f}t{) RNAN-

FOlK'3! a£AN

C!AllY8YSIX Ol/T
P8?50N5 LJJ:TER Ni
GIV&N ft:PEJ<Al

by Berke Breathed
POJR time
WY,.. f?l?O/Jfl8t.Y

. Wf?NTO

· Pl€C€th
0
Ou

ave CIIN avt-Y
.. /Mfl&IN€ 11ft MON~TR0VS
HORKOR Of II 5AVll6€' .
f1imCk &Y,,. /JY. ..

(~{

-By JEFf MacNELLY ·
I~'TWANr
,WO F ,~ Ot4 M'(
. ~!ENCE,

--TOSS
(continued f~om page ·S)

-

II

BLOOM COUNTY

impressed by' the presentation.
· "The statement is a meaningful
one: It should be a go_al of al-1
nation·s~" He said the group gave
him background about their
· prganization on campus and the
history of the faith internationally. ·
.
"I found it informative ,"
S,inborn said. "The s.(atement
is ct:n,1inlv ecumenical in nature,
it enco~rages _l:)cn_Rle of rhe
world to band togcrhZ:-r."
Although Sanborn s:ii,l rhe
statement was "idealistic, ~iven
the state of world ,a,ffair;, _· he
said it was "admir:able that the
Baha,',is are working toward this
goal.
.
Fergusson said it is. im p•8ttant
that the faith initiate •:tctions
to prnmote world unity. "'The
bottom line is that the leaders
of the world must cu11sult actively on the mear.s uf promoting world peace. The peace
statement 'offers ·t ·positive
solution to what can be done."

of handles on the k~gs m.akes
them easier to toss tha;n. they ·
have been in the past. .
" •0
.
·A variety of, categQries posted--- ·
~long the' measured fi~l~ wi,11
pr9.vide -. contestants with an
immediate ·indication of their
skills. Each contestant will be classified as 'flamer, wimp, not
.b,q9., he:man, ste.r.oid o.r stud,'
depending on how far he can
throw the keg. As a 'stud' your
keg should touch down soine-w here near the sidewalk, the
brothers explained.
The infamous Bud Man will
he on ha:nd and Budweiser will
be providing 'the trophies.
Pepsi and Domino's pizza
will provide, free of charge,
refreshments in support of the
event. Kappa Sigma p-lans to
sell hamburgers, h_o t dogs and
sodas wi~h proceeds going to
the United Way. ,
The invention of the Kappa
Sigma Keg Toss was a spur of
the moment event by Andy
Lovett in- 1984, who is now an
alumnus. Better organization
in 1985 produced a larger crowd
arn;f netted .the fraternity approximately $200 for the United
Way.
.
,
·
· The United Way is a nonprofit umbrella organization which
provi_des for community services and disaster relief.
Registration will take-place ~
the day of the event on the front
la:wry, or you can call Kappa
Sigma at 868-963 7. The rain
date i_s th¢ foflowh1g day, Sunp~Y, May 4.

Haveyour
blood
press~re
·che9ke-d .
,-

:. .

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
..

. 'OJR·UFE

.· .

:· . l ..

~erican.~ rt ft
. . Association V

•
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CLASSIFIED:"
Apart~nts l o ~

l" l

HOUSING
Summer housing in Durham- 6-peron
male/fem-ale house, 1 Q min. wlak from
c~mpus partially furnished, washer/ dryer,
sundeck. $175/mo./person double room,
$200 q,onth single, utilites included. 868·1919 or 862-1165 fo.r further information.
4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath.
Centrally located in Dover. $640 per month
includes heat, least .required , no· pets. Cal!
742-7908 between 7 and 9 p.m.
Beautiful summer sublet in the heart of
Dover. 3 bedrooms, kitchen, living room;
dining room, full bath. Hard wood floors,
newly rennov-ated Victorian duplex, offstreet parking on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie
or Christine at· 749-2587. Very inexpensive!

HOUSING

FOR SALE

Summer Sublet looking for 3 people to
sublet an apt Great location-next to Catnip.
Rent$170/mo or best offer Furnished .
Sublet: June to Aug. Please call 868-6118.
Ask for Joan or Anni

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5- 7 / hour.
Apprenticeship program-we 'll train you .
College Pro Painters-the organized students. 1-800-346-4649.

Extremely responsible second year graduate· student wishes t9 house sit in Durham
· vicinity from J_une 1 to August 31. Also
willing IG take care of pets. Mia 862-1336
(days) or 868-2828 (nights)

People to Landscape. Start now part-fime
Full time summer. work in Durham Area.
Fle xible hours for qualified people. Pay
commensurate with previous employment
experience eall 659-5746 a_sk for Tom

SUBLETTERS: lnter.ested in that adorable
summer home in Durham but desire more
info? This incredible opportunity can be
yours for only 150/month. plus titilities
(Negotiable) It is located in Davis Courts.
Act now, before it's too late. Please call
Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4.226

r

FOR SALE

Summer rental for the months of July and
August; possibly maybe made available
sooner. Only 8, yr old and like new, clean,
sunny , 2BR/2pers apt about 2 mi from
SUBLETTERS: Are you planning to spend
campus in Lee. Fully furnished, carpeted.
a fun filled summer in Durham? Well it_can
- Has a bay window LR. Full bath and
be even more fun if you spend it with us.
' complete kitchen area . Summer rent
We have an adorable summer home
reduced to $400/mo. Pets neg. 1 child
availabJe, complete with spacious rooms,
possible. Non-smokers PREF. Lease and
2 car garage, and yes-even a front porchsecurity deposit. Call Gale 659-5932
. All for a Vt:RY reasonable price. Please
Summer Sublet-4 people needed. (prefer
contact Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4226 for
-female) to sublet large 2 bedroom apart- ·
more information.
ment with balcony in Durham at Davis
Summer Sublet : Anxiously looking for
CourL$150 per month, furnished, avai_lable
4persons fo sublet house in Durham (Davis
June 1 through Augiust. For info~mation ;
Court) Rent $155/mo. plus utilities (Neca.II Lori 868-5461
gotiable1!) Prefer nonsmokers. 3 bedro9ms,
SUMMER HOUSING-centrally locaied on •
furnished, sublet June-September. Please
campus in Durham. All rooms are furnished,
ca·11868-5350. Ask for Cheryl or.Suzy. We;d
h ave been rece □ tly renovated, and are
_
love to hear from you.
availabale to both male and female students ..Rent is $20/week/person for most
Female Roommate Needed for Summerrooms with all utilities included. Vacancies
Apartment i;-, Durham-Single room Availare available in single , dQuble. triple or
able Call Kathy-at 862-4142 for details
quad occupancy. Limitied parking is
· Summer Sublet: May 25th to Aug. 5th. Three
available. Please call for mo re info at 868-(possibly fou r ) bedrooms. furnished. 2.2
9637 and as_k for Dave
miles to UNH on Kari-Van route, yuie t &
1
comfortable, $510/mo. Must see-call Kevin
or Francoise at 742-7135.
Summer Sublets Needed: 3-rooms available
in n.ewi'y: ;reno·va t,ed :R .bedroom house.
Jncludes dishwasher and inground pool.
On Kari-Van route in Dover. 200/monthall utilities included except electricity. Call
868-5216.

- - - - -- - - -- --- --

-

LoGking for a Great Apartme.nt? 4 bedrooms,. Huge living room . porch , parking
for 3 cir 4. Right on K: van route(Dbver. Rt
108 near New BK) 5 miles-from campus . $760/month (negotiable) Top 2 floors of
3 stony house. Call Ed@ 742-5548
. Two· summer sublets needed. Females.
RED Towe rs #4 , Large living room, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath. For more inf0rmation
call Kim and Aileen! 868-1857
Summer Sublet-3 people needed. Apartment located at Davis Court. $135/month.
Large living room and kitchen and.fireplace'
Parking available. 5 minute walk to campus~
Call 868- 1543 ask for Mary or Marybeth.'
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available.
_ for 1986-87 academic year. Private -~ntrarice . Ten minute walk from T-Ha11.· $900
per seme-ster, including utilities. Call 8682217 after 4 pm
1 Room for Sum.mer: in · 3 room apt.
(Newmarket) Potential for fall option for
whole apt. B.eautiful sunny, with large rooms
and ·closets. Rent negotiable for sumrrier,
$575 (including heat) for fall . Pete 6_592521 days, or anyofle 862-1534' ev~ning9.
Fall rental with option fo,r th.is su.mm-~r or
next. Only 3 yrs old, like new, cl~ap , ·sunny
2BR/pers apt about 2 miles from campus
in Lee. Carpeted fully furnished complete
kit area: full bath, LR with bay window. $460
plus utilities. No _pets. Non smokers pref,
lease .and security deposit. Call Gaie at
659-5932
Summer rental fbr the months of July and
Aug1ust. New Duple x Apt. 3BR. children
possible . Clean, st.m ny, carpeted, bay
windo~/ iQ LR. Cbmpl; te kit area. Full bath,
fully furnished, abt 3 miles from campus
in Lee. Pets neg , rent normally .$675 / mo
reduced to $500 for summer plus utilities,
-lease and security deposit. Call Gale-6595932 .
Availabl _
e fall 1986-large private room &
complete bo a rd in faculty home , corner
· of Madbury and Ed gewood, female non
smoker' $600 p·e r semester plus twelve
hoyfs :"'ieekl,¥ _Q!t:~~~¥{,JUi:~g )~J~-(lipi;nt, four
year old. Flexibl(;f'schedule. Piano available.
Call 868~5El69 'fbt:· ihtdrhiaficin. ·

Kawasawki KH400, Gre_
en, 1977, 3 cyl. 2
stroke oil injection : In very good condition.
$450. ~all Dave at 659-2889. After 6 pm.
1981 Honda Silverwing Interstate 500 c~
full dress tourer AM/FM cassette stereo
$1600 or B.O. Also Motorcycle helmet New
Arthur Fulmer full ,face size small asking
$60 Call 742-4945 or 862-3446.
1979 Jeep CJ 5 oversized tires, rear seat,
new shocks, starker ad \op $2300. Also
1972 CB 750 Honda motorcycle Good older
Bike$500 firm.
1981 Honda Accord. 4 Door Sedan, 5 speed. AMFM Cassette Reeent exhaust,
brakes and major tune up. Well maintained
silver with maroon interior. $2495 Call 6592731 .
MOPED tor sa le 1971 PUCH maxi black
4,500 original miles $175 CM 659-3144
after 6:00 pm and ask for John
For Sale: 20 ~ 9in col.or TV;s all serviced
and in e~r:;ellent working condition . Motel
used.' Save and pick one up now, $125 call
Joe or Wally 868-5867
1975 SAAB t:xcellent Condition. Only 500
Ml on rebuilt engine. New coolif!g system
and many other new parts. Restored body.
.
$2400 862-3144 or 431-32_1J

;'Rdn'a aA ero 80 Sco oter-Great S~mm~r
fun-seats two, gets 90-100 mpg and goes
42 mph ori the average-950 miles. Let the
wind toussei your sunstreaked coiffure
and have a blast getting to your destinationAsking $550 or best offer- CAll"742-2569
Katie

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer. yr. round.
Eu rope, S.Amer.,Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
,IJC, PO Box 52-NH C0rona Del Mar, CA
. 92625

Guild Acoustic 12-string-$3,75 call Bill
at 742-4945 or 862-3446
Guitar and Amp. Gibson Les Paul Firebrand,
excellent condition . 400 or best offer.
Amped 100 W head with 2 x 12" speaker
enclosure. $3Cl0. Call Evenings 868-1901
ask for Dave

Full time carpenter. carpenter's helpers
needed. $mall contractor (Rochester area)
seeks both. Will train . Benefits. -References
required: 332-5966. ·
Wanted: Dining Room Supervisors/ Cooks I Kitchen staff 21 + Experienced
and enthusiastic-top brother/ sister camp
in Poconos of PA 6/24 to 8/20. Top salary
plus. Call collect (215)887-9700 or write
Barbara Black, 407 Benson East Jenkintown. PA. 19046

Padded, black motorcycle jacket, size 40:
$79 . 12 inch BTW Zenith TV: $30. Lightweight Eureka backpacking tent, 2 person:
$8.9. Dover, 749-2732.after 6 pm.
1980 Toyota Corolla Deluxe Sedan, 5speed. 4-door. metallic brown, tan interior,
AM/FM stereo, all-season radials, snows
on rims, new brakes. muffler, battery, no
rust , excellent Mechanical and Physical
condition, must be seen $2500 (617) 3527355 evenings

ADOPTION: Childless couple seeking to
adopt; nurse/lawyer; wish to share our love
with your child; willing to meet w/ birth
mother. counseling. attorney and al.I IJ1~dical ~xpenses provided. Please call our
attorney, Michael R. Chamberlain, 6223784
Educational Talent Search. an on-cainpus
program helping disadvantaged students
with college plans. has a summer WORK
STUDY position Qpen. Job involves office
responsibilities inclLJding contacting colleges and students. 5/26/86-7 /31 /86.
Mon ~Thurs. 8 ~4:30, $4.00 / hour. Contact
·
. Carolyn at 862-'1562.
. Wanted-In exchange fo i;, roem_irnd board
for Fall '86, female student with experience
in dealing with handicapped people; to be
companion ·to 25 yr. old autistic girl. If
interested, please call 868-2863
WANTED:Student (girl) to spend Saturdays
(11 A.M. to 5 P.M.) with. older (25) autistic
girl ; $6.00/hr; only th·ose with experience
with handicapped need apply
WANTED : 2 students to live and work full
time at the DAIRY BARN beginning 5 / 21.
Require some experience and a desire --to
work with dairy cattle. Contact Paul a:t 862 1027. Al so interested in s_tudents for ne xt
fall.

: Wanted: Experi e~ t .i dJ Lte-<Su_a.rq- swfm· ming I nstructo t Jfo r pr'iv.ate. ctup j n Fran ~
·conia , N.H. Mu t t ~e e ehi.fj~ '.'i.) J,1Jd,J1../n,e
to Labor Day s: ; ·so ; _H ou si~g -availabl ; :·
-Contact Chuck 664-2783 or SGB, PO Box
'?4, Utt1et~11. NH_03561
'

RESUME: a fill-in-t"1e-blanks form to write
your own . Quick, private and cheap! Send
$5 to· SECRET ARY 13 Old Landing Road,
Durham, NH 03824

1972 Ford LTD Brougham, good condition.
Asking $595 or B/.0. Call 862-4585-ask
for Sandy
Matress and board tor sale. Almost new
and in good condition. $15.00 or best offer.
Call Arin at 868-6056
1 !H3 Toyota Corona D·eluxe. Good condition 4 door beige. AM/FM radio, snow
· tires . Very littl_e rust. $600 <fr _best offer.
Call 431 -681 ~ before 10 pm

VW Sc;;.irroco

1980 5-sp~ed, g·reat condition:·no rust, new exhaust sunroof, new tires.
Asking $3000, call John 862-4292
80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe, 2-door
hatchback, 5-speed standard, AM-FM four
speaker SONY cassette. Engine and body
well maintained. Must sell by semester's
end $3000 or best ofter. Call 868-9899,
ask tor Kim or Steph
1976 OLDS Cutlass Wagon. Engine is
excellent. Body has rust. $250 868-5028
(evenings).
Canoe, Two Oars, Fiberglass, Designed
tor white water. Needs work. $·150 8685028

Convertible, 1980 Triumph TR?. 30th
anniver_s ary edition . $3000 worth f d_o cumented work in lasf 6 · months, runs
excellent. A fun dassy car. $3400 or b.o.
Call 430-9278.
Free cassette tape! Hear the speech of
Reverend ·A. Moltis on Protestantism, the
Right wing and Roman-communist worked
politics. Send stamped & addressed envelope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3616.
Manchester NH 03105
LOST & FOUND
Found: 4/ 12 Female Calico kitten with flea
collar- very friendly. Please claim her- she
misses you. Call anytime at the Dairy Barns
. at 862-1027

ATTENTION-Summer Jobs-:. We are now
interviewing work study students for
sµm·mer jobs at the UNH Dairy Bar. If you
are goirig to be around campus this
-summer. and are eligible tor Work study
(financial aid). you will enjoy working at
the Dairy Bar. We have full and part-time
openings. Hours and days can be arranged
flexibly around your studies or even another
job. We are looking for waitpersons. shortorder cooks, kitchen help. and cleaners.
No ·experience is required, we will train
you. You can even start right away, if your ·
work-study eligibility will allow, and continue on next fall it you wish. The dairy bar
is a pleasant place to work-this summer
could be a fun arid profitable one for you.
Check with the Financial Aid Office about
· your eligibility for summer wo~k study, then
come in tor an interv·iew. Apply in morning
· · before 11 am, or in the afternoon after 2
pm. to Dana'Glennon. Manager. And if you
have any questions, call us at 862-1006
WANTED: VW BUG IN GOOD COND_ITION.
ANY YEAR. CALL JOHN 868-9739 ROOM
211

PERSONALS
FRF~l'm really scared. I like you a lot!! Bear
with me-OK? Lots of hugs and kisses! Love,
SD

- - -- - -- - - -- - -

SH AWN K .-Happy 21st' Live it up' Get
psyched for a great time on May 2nd. it's
go.ing to be a blast' SL
SANDY E.-Happy 20th! You are a great
little sister. Only 2 weeks left to go. Get
psyched for the P.O. Love Ya, Sandi
Darey-To the most vivacious. energetic, ·
shortest. cutest and darlingest Theta Chi
little sister.-The Laundry boyELLEN AND BE_
T H-Best of luck on Monday.
No sweat The wec!ther will be cool. It will
defina,t ely be a thrill after heartbreak hill.
Willie and Billy will be waiting at the end.
See you at 19. Get PYSCHED, CHRISTCHILD: '
.

Come hear the beautiful harmonies of the
Williams Ephlats, The Colby Eight, The
Bowd9in ~ _edd_iepempsters, and_The New ,·
Hampshir~-Notables! Rin@ In The Spring · 's1- ~re you clear to "78" with me -for lifeSIA?
Sing' on Saturday, April 26 at 8pm MURKLAND 110 Tickets $2 student and $3
My Jimmy-When the others tear me apart,
General-available at MUS-Ticket office.
Bicycle Maintenance Course starting April
24 6:30- 7:30 p,m Register at Durham Bike
868-5634.

"SERVICES
SMALL JOBS DONE Student with truck,
can do moving. hauling, and · rubbish
removal. Reasonable rates and references
available. Call Mal after 6pm and before
9 am wk: days and anytime weekends.
$10-$360 Weekly/ up mailing Circulars'
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self- ·
addre,ssed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60098

]lt}

I
. _Pers_onals_ _

Hey Johnny K., Jamie and Pauline,. Pete
;K. THANKS! This will be a long night. You
guys are great!!! I'm so _tired!!!! -Lots of smiles
(and yawns). Lisa PS. What did I get myself
into??? PSS. Who's the idiot that typed this
in the wrong font???!! ·
·
Lost: pair black prescription Holle sun-

DISKETTES! Bulk 5 __1 / 4 ,, · glas-ses near Huddleston Hall on April 3.
c
A T NOW! ·
·.
If found please call Paul at 868-6346
OS/DD . 49¢ each. Lots of 50. these are
Have you been sexually or verbally hanot 2nds. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
rassed either on campus or off?. Campus
No questions asked. Call MEL. 1-800-634Voice Magazine is in the process of writing
3478, 9-9 EST M-F: 10-6 Sat. Offer expires
an article dealing with this issue. If you
· 5/15/86 .
are willing to speak confidentially with a·n
'81 GL Subaru. 61,400 miles, runs excellent,
editor, please c'all Catherine at 749-2587.
25-30 mpg $2400 or BO. Ask for Scott 868Anonymity. of course, is guaranteed.
.
6461
Are you outgoing, dynami,c and successoriented, freshmen, sophomore, or junior?·
For sale: One corner loft and a .two person
The New Hampshire Business·-and Adverloft (" L") shaped. Over $60 in wood and
bolts, very sturdy. Asking $40. Call Darlene
tising Office. is seeking an adve rtising
Rm. 812 Stoke 862-4.585
associate, assistant business manager
and a circulation manager for the 1986/87
Gibson SG Electric guitar, excellent conyear. These are rewarding and challengin'g
ditiori. Peavey 100, Watt head and 15" cab
j:)OsitiGns not only personal satisfaction,
and speaker Perf~ct f.o"r beginri!3r serious
but also impressive resume .folder. Apply
about learning (or c!'nyone who wants a
today in Roor,n 108, MUB. 862-1323.
good- ine xpensive guitar & amp). Guitar

you are always there to put me back
together. Thanks-I love you! Yours always,

C

.

Monday is Marathon Day. Enjoy some
· delicious Marathon Specials at BENJAMIN'S. Watch the thrill of the_26 mile race
on our big_screen TV starting at 11 :30 AM
ATTENTION!! For those 0f you still withut
a summer job ... get a handle this sumJTler
on college expenses and join the College
Pro Team . College Pro Paint_ers is hiring
immediately for good summer help. COME!!
to an information session on .Tuesday April
22nd .in the MUB. 9-11 AM-Sullivan Room
, 3-5 PM-Hillsborough Room. Summer will
soon be upon us ...
All dressed up and no place to go? Dance
to a DJ Friday & Saturday at BENJAMIN'S.
It's our "YES WE'RE OPEN" celebration
.Do, Tet. De: What the hell are we doing?
Let's get drunk-soon! I love y-ou guys!
Kricl<
First time floaters can float (1 /2 hour) for
f,ree in the Isolation Tank at the Franklin
Fitness Center. Take advantage of this
special while it lasts: Offer ends Apr.ii.
Attention Marla from Weere. Attention Marla
from Weere. Attention to Marla from Weere:
Press forwa rd regardless of the pain, the
uncertainty, and the bonds of humanness.
Take the initiative and always keep on
giving,- Experience to the fullest your "
best est.
_
·
MJL: You're cool!Love you. N
It was my first time was it yours? Try
BENJAMIN'S RESTAUHANT & lounge. Its
even better the secon.d time.
I am looking for a crazy king pf guy
interested in meeting crazy kind of girl.
No, I am nof ugly. I'm in good physical
shpae , love to party and a good listener
as well as a talker. Lam not looking for a
womanizer, but a guy who cares what a
gi,rl thinks of him .. A guy with a great

a

' Hall House Mini Dorm needs people for
personality who gets along well with people
is what attracts me. Write and tell me abot
ne xt year. If you are interested in livin"g
in an uniqu·e dorm ·- come check us cwt. . your.self. Maybe y~ur the guy at the party
Our theme is Outdoo( Expersi¢nce : H.w~u . t_hcit ,I n_ever Jic! q the chance to talk to. If
1972:Vo"lkswagon Bug .. G ood condiiio~;.
cfood -look~;r:Jg," r'e liable car. Rebuilt engih'ei , like ,to go camping, hi'king, j~anoeing, ·cir''1'._.: '{Q~ th_il;l'k" 1•·m looki11,g Jor. y0u, be daring and
eieetric bltJ'e; AM/ FM Cass. Have fun -und~-r " cl(l,X . othe r'o u!dbpr activ ity we:ri e:e:~:-and-1:•~:~,~~1·cMaybe t ,m tn, ) ;ii~l/ our looking ) or!;
"'i, r 9orm: Appliecftiorh : · ·$_t,lhngs Box 14"89 · ' •i" ..
the ,suricvroom , vroom!, $~Go ;or.8:~ ;.c·g'lj , want you to live'' ir'F@
-~-,.Jon aT 868~98'38 'or' 8'62-f4 90. Lea-~e
accepted year round . ca"il"4426 -f~ r
Scuha "m eeting set fot wednesday night. '
message.
information and ask for Noreen or any
Look for signs in the MUB for detail·s. Please
. ; ROSA member.
t,ry to att~_nd. Thanks. ,
·
$400, Amp $-100 or- both for $450 or B:O
Pete 65,9 ~2521 days, 862.-1534 pms

1
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. A,te yow owtgoing, dynamic and success

•

Th A · ·· •
S· d
·· ·
, , e . , c;counting tu ents As?ociatio,h
· would like to invite you to.attend Accounting
The New Hampshire Busi.n'ess aAd Adver- . bay. This is an ideal chancefor you fo l[st~n
tising, Office is seeking an advertisi~g . to professionals it the aci::0unting field.
0

O'riented, freshmen, sop''t110more· or ·.1·unior?

Screen Pr.inting &· Embroidery T-Shirts,
caps, 1·ackets, butto·n··s, s·1gn·s, mugs, pen·c1·1s' ,
etc. Competitive "'{hole sale prices . T ~
·SHIRT S PLUS-Fox Run Mall, 431-4355
Attention all Communication majors 1Those
inte.rested in becoming officers for the
Communications Association, ELECTIONS

To the sp'.am mari of the '80's. '"Congratulations Dave O." You're gonna be 9 great
editor-in-chief!! Lots of hugs Lisa

Don '·! miss itl Only 4.,:,11/~eks until the
BIGGEST JUGGLING" E\t'ENT IN NEW
EKJGLAND at the UNH fiiefd House, Saturday May 1b from 1o :arn--lcf 10 pm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOWI To find out more,
'drop ' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
Nights in the MUB
0

·jeff , Bob & Steven- Wh·at's up? Thanks
a~soc-iate, assi·stant business manager
Come to· Room 312 at WSBE on April .23
for the awesome "Big Chill" weekend in
' d · · 1 t·
·
f th 1986/
an a ~1rcu a 10n manager. or · .1e
_
87
f
rh
oo
'1
2
·
t
f'
d
t
h
t
·t''
II
. •
't
,.
' ~
rom 1a. <'> , 0 · pm . o in ou w a -'I s-a
Maine·. We couldn't have gotten there from
nd
school year. The~er, are.J ¢,wa,r:p in,g· a ' ·- about1 .
'·' ,.
.:
here unles:;; we went !~rough Biddefo r.d..
challenging posistions offering riel on'iy ,',,,
· ·
·
·
personal satisfaction, but also imp.ressive
AUDITIONS .for the New Hampshir~ Notwiil be held Tuesday, April 22, 12:30 in . Haley's comet was excellent and we hope· To th~ nice guy from Somersworth who
we're all around for the next one. He Guy
was wearing Quorum when 1. gave hima
resurTie folder. Apply today in Room 108 ,
·ables '86-87 season are here! All parts
PCAC room M213 ; Be prepared to .talk
Montag, I think I need another beer-- which
r.ide in my whi•te statio_
n wagon in Dov.er ._
abbut yourself and why you want the
MUB. -862-1323
welcome. Interested females should come
is nice. Steeeven- I don't smoke that....anIs yom car fixed? Mine's broken. I'd like
to an lrformaNonal meeting Sunday, April · , position. See details' in the ThCo Dept. CA
ADOPTION: P!ilfessionaJ coupl,e wisohe,~ . 27J:30 p.m'. PCAC M-223 or call Jean 862- ' : _s _
to see you again. Call me, 742~ 1922 or Stop
oa_r_d_ _ _ _-"---- - -- - - . ymore. Supervisor says ''Leave that frog
to adopt, newborn to 12 months. We can
alonel" We love you guys XO Linda, Vicki, · by, you know where I live.
4181 or Rozi 862-42?,4
DON'T MISS ITI Oply 4 weeks until the
pr-ovioe warm, loving home with many
& Karen
To all you Alpha Phi Omega§III That was
Do you like to sing and travel? Au(:lition . BIGGEST ~U,G GLJNG EVENT IN NEW .
op,po r:tµnities. If pregnant _and wish to
Thank you to al1I the jerks who cut me in
or:ie hell of a c 9 r wash! Let's keep up the
for
the
New
l;,arnp$hire
NoJables
(
lnf
or-.:.'
:i,
EN'G·,~NEl
tat,Jhe
LJ_NH
Field
House,
Satconsider ,adpp'tion, please e_ontact us.
1
line during pre-pre-registrations Monday
good workl Can't wait ti.II out weekend at
mational Meeting on Sunday, Ap~il 27, 7:30 ·, urday :May 10 f.rom Dam t_o 1Opm. MARK
· Expenses paid. ·Confidential. Call collect
night. Thanks to you, I'll be graduating in
M.I.T. Signed Psyched Mid{ele ...
.
pm PCACRm. M-223 or call Jean 862-4181
YOUR CALENDAR NOWI To find out more,
(603) 432-8593
1997.
. .
or Rozi 862-4224
'drop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
To Stewy Babe in l:..ord- lM°r'REGNATE me.
ATTENTION MUSICIAN$!.The New HampNights int he MUB ,
Hey roomje: AKA Tunafishgerald. Now you
please11 Signed Muskrat W~rnqr,i :.
Beautiful Music- A capella harmony- T,he
shire Notables are seeking new sopranos
Hello to Hall House ,·.
cannot complairi -th 9 t you never get
New
Hampshire
Notabfes
present
the
s'th
RAAABITT- How bout thatJ1q.sty ganj? Did
and altos for the '86-87.·year. Come to an
personals. Bye now we will Mave been burnt
Ammal Ring in,the Sprin_g_Sing.I For only
you know that'the ban•ging i'r6rn ·below is
Be a BARTENDER., Prepare for a good
information.al meeting ·on_Sunday., April
out after Pee Wee. We will bave to make
$2
(sturnent)
you
g_
e
t
11:le
co-ed
WiHiams'
summer job. Learn mixology. It's easy and
· directly proportional to· wt-1!:lre tt'J~ mattress
~-z. at 7:30 in PCAC M-~23 Or call Jean 862a weekend of it sometime. Yes : will you
is? Thank God man invented floors! I'm
fun our way. Call or write for Free Brochure.
. 4 \ 81 _or Rozi 862-4~2'4 for an audition ,. Ephlats, the male Colby Eight, the male
stay for a weeken.d?! Love , your roomie
Bowdoin Me'ddiebempsiers, and the female
s·o ·glad thins have -'dev~loped the way they .
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main
appointment.
Jenny
New Hampshire Notablesl (only .50¢ per . St., Newmarket, NH 03857. '659-3718
have. I cbuldn't be happier- no reallv' Get
COSOUAN suggests: Jhe DAnacing Wu
group!) Saturday April 26, 8 pm Murkland
David- Happy Birthday Dahling- W
psyched for Ryan. Blais, Drew. NyKestra,
Li Ma'sters by Gary Z1,1kav; Order Out of -110-Tickets are available at MUB Ticket FLORIDAWINDSURFING $450 SPRING
and Siobhan. I'm really going to miss you
Chaka Ann- What's up? I haven't seen you
Chaos by llya Prigogine; Changing Images
BREAK-Join WET FUN, the sailboarding
Office.
th,is summer. Stay away frnm the _Mexicansl
in agesl We must go out on the town soon,
of Man Ed. by O.W. M,i°rkley; and The Self
stor-e/school, for an exciting break this
I'll take Baby to insure YO\J· return! I love.
An evening of a capella musicl The New
we only have one month to go to the real
Or ganizing Universe by E; ich Zastsch.
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and tr_
ailor
you Mr. T.
Hampshire Notables' 5th Annual Ring In
world. Miss you·Chaka Pa
Reading these may facilitate .growth of your
your. boardl l.ncludes airfare, accommothe . Spring Sing featuring the Williams
I miss you Mr. Liquid' Sky! Love, Bertha
p·e rsonal philosophY, .and evolution to
dations, and transfers
·
The Accounting Students Association
Ephlats (coed) ; T he Colby Eight (~en's
s.e cular enlightenment. :comments, evawot,JldliketoinviteyoutoattendAccounting
Don
' t miss ii! Only 4 ·weeks_ until the
BREAK-Join
WET
SOUSA
for
SPRING
octet), The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
luations, queries Jo: GOSOUAN PO Box
Day.Thisisanidealchanceforyoutolisten
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW .
FUN, the :;;cuba store/school in Ports(mens
a
capella)
and
UNH's
very
own
New
61, Durt:iam,NH'03824
·
ENGLAND at"the ·UNH. Fi~ ld Hciu~·e, Satto professiona!s in the acco.u nting fie1d.
mouth , ,for -an exotic break this year. Our
Ha111pshire Notables (wom;m's a capella)
d
,
Come to .Room 312 at WSBE on April 23
Bi:cyci'e Mai~t;nance Course starting April
trip · jncludes airfare, resort, boat and
1
Sa.1. April 26, .8 pm. Mu·rklarid 110, $2
from 12:30 t,0,2- p.'.m. to find ou.t what it's · ur ay May O from 1O am, t.o 1O pm.-MARK
24 6:30-7:30 p.m. Register at Durham 'Bike
1To fi°nd out more,
unlimited
diving,
meals,
trans.fers,
ev.e·
r
YOUR
CALENDAR
NOW
student, $3 general tickets avail'able at
868-5634.
ything. Call WET FUN today 430-8626
all about!
'drop'. by the Juggling :Gltib, Wedn·e..sday
the MUB ticket office.
Nights in. the MUB. ' .
,..,
. ,,
Lyena-bena- Well short stuff we only have
Come hear the beautiful harmonies of the
Th e Neu,• Hampshir"" needs an assistant
Living without y.ow, takes alot of getting
five more weeks as roommates before
Williams Ephlats, The Colby Eight, the
business
manager
for
the
1986/87
year
used to. You learn to live with it, but I don't
D_on't miss it! Only 4 weeks until the ·
Bowdoin Meddiebempsters and The New
and it will lead to b!)siness manager in
school ends. Then next year you will be
BIGGEST JUGG(ING EVENT IN NEW
want to. Being without you is the hardest
A.A. We have to make sure we have_fun
ENG A
· ·.
·:•..· '· -. ;-_- ~-.
,
Hampshire Notables! Ring in the Spring
thing to take, they say it gets easier, but · 87 /88. Interested freshmen. sophomores
this
summer.
We'll
arrange
lo.
t
s
of
fun
.
,
L ND at th e UNH f\! lcf rlouse,,_~at~ .,
Sing! on Saturday April 26 a 8 p.m.,
and juniors can pick up applications in
your a hard habit to brealt
1
0
around our working. I see a few road trips · ur~ay May O fro~~.1 O
10 pm_. ,Mar_~ ,
Murkland 11 0. Tickets $2 students and
Room 108, MUB
The Communication Association presents: .
' aMead (this summer,). t, knqw that we, h_a,d ) . yo_pr c~le nd a~ now. ~o firid _;p,ut m~,re_;· 9r,op
$3 General available at MUB Ticket Office.
11
TOM BERGERON from wsz·- TV Ch. 4
Communication Majors! You're not going
· fun dancing Thur sday nigh1. ·t ,~st wisb th'a;( a:\:~y;:Ol~/ ~gglmg
Yenesd~y Ni1ghts •
speaking on broadcast communicatior-i
to get valuable experien.ce by going to
May the sacred heart of Jesus b>e adored
~e could keep ahead ,of .all iha( 1a\ 1
-h dry ·- In tfle .MtJB
' '
' :;f, •J:.',. .
'
.
in television and radio in the Senatecrowded communication .classes. Take
gtorified, loved and preserved throughout
th~t s~ems to pile up just aftet l ,do..,a.ll:t,he 'The Acco.unt1~g Sude,Ats A~soc1at16n would ·
Merrimack Room of the MUB Sunday April
the · initiative and become an advertising
tne world now and forevei-. Sacred heart
laundry that I tb;[r:ik
the'r·~ Jsii-W~ll-.1,,hope
lik~
to 1nv11e you to,13tien0
'Ac;counling
Day .
;~\· · ·~, :-,:·.,.;.,,~~-. -,,,,.t!:f·
.
'
~
~
~~
of Jesus pray for us. Saint Jude worker
..,21 atY:p:m· , . .
. . : .f } .~: .,
;~~oa~~a~e
~~If~;~~-! :.;. y1ou came into work to read -t,fi is- -Seel ~,~;,;~-b?l \ a~~!~~~~ ,o,~,~?-?5'\~~;Z,~.~ :·to listen .
_of miracles pray tor us. St. Jude helper of
· · tO'pf.ofess1fl als 1n'. tne ·a'ctd0L\mhiw~rf1'eld:'come , ··roor'nmie, Love N02
Are yeu interested in adve·rti'slng? Public
t.he hop~l~ss pray. for us. 9 x a day for 9
relations? Gomrnur1ications? The N eu:
man, sophomore or junior (86/87) pick
·to Room 312 at WSBE t n April 23 -f rom
H:i Denise, Heather, Babs, Kevin, Lyena,
days · ·
·
· • ·
· ·
up' an application in Rm. 108, MUB .
12:30 to 2 p.m. to find out what it's all abouti
et al
.
'
Hampshire needs a dynamic and aggres\ .;7
.DEAR C.OACH MARK L,- We are trying ha°rcl .
GOOD. UJ,CK t.6 T-HE w'oMEN;s,CREW , s'ive adverfis'ir:1g ass'ociate (ieading, to aq
is
growing
short,
to
steadily
improve.
Time
manager) for 1986-87 year. Applicants
T~AM IN BOSTONON SATURD.AY. WE
but we 'll get eut timeing together, have
ARE GOING TO HAVE A GOOD DAY AND
should be a freshman, sopMomore or junior
the catches in
at once , and get the .
WIN OUR RAGES.
next semester. Pick up applications in
strokerate up- but no,t as high a·s it was ·
Room 108 MUB .
. Susan & 'Lisa, Which way? Left, right,
in Wednesday's pract'ice . .Don't get discorrect? Is it hailing? Citrus.' fruit, hair spray
couraged. Novice·.Women's third e·ight.
C, J , H,- You wild part animals, you're
explosion, beach: dancing, rest area? Victor
.
I
.
•
,
.
cofrupting me! .H- Watch out for weirdos
Contraceptive Services: Confidential, high& Mc1rk should get together! I'll take a mighty
weaning bandan~as, they m ay tryp to pay
Trv.rlot
to
party
too
much!
quality
care
b.y
trained
_
and
sensitive
st~ff.
fine _looking Italian man anyday! Next
for your ·toll! J- Are you o~ fir€! again? CSliding fees for exams and supplies. Call
weekend? Los Angeles?
How fast were We going? The Maine Pike
for appointment. The Clinic Dover 7 49will never be the same. Where are we gonna
2346, Rochester 332-4249
go next weekend? California? -A
Love, your roomates
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
KEITH- You are the twirp. Big time. l;m still .
for good summer painters . $5~ 7 / hour.
Denise- Don't wor-ry everthi·ng .will work
Wendi, Stephanie an_d Sharon
considering about when .I can take you out .
Apprenticeship program-we'll train you.
out for you. You still seem healthy t o me.
in public and you'll behave. You should
College Pro Painters-the organized stuHave fun at home this weekend and say
get your C;ar- inspe c;.ted -soon. Maybe we
dents, 1-800-346-464,9.
hi to Jeff for me. See ya L'bve N02
can do something Frid'ay night. Noreen
I
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Have a happy 21st B~aay
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This Weekend ·
in -the MUB Pub, April 18th~
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•
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·

presents.·· .

~ -'\Q\'1.,
.J ~\J 4-7 pm
•ELVIS PRESLEY!
·•LEA VE IT TO BEA VER!
• THE FIRST JOHNNY
CARSON SHOW!
• EARLY STAR TREK
BLOOPERS!

·

·

.

p·
$ ·75
IZZa. • • -·
•
Nachos ... w/ salsa .55
...w/cheese sau_ce .65
Mushrooms W/_ranch sauce
deep fried ••• 1:00
Onion. Rings ... -.75
C:hips & Dip .... 65
French Fries .... 45

·*serving pizza and nachos
from 8-10:30 pm
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The Straffor.d>'HOuse :
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l

Sit;igle and double occupancy ro<;>ms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall ·to wall carpeting
· · All rboms completely furnished _
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room/ apartment
T eleph9ne and television jacks·
Parking available
l:..aundromaf · Lounge Area .
Yeg.r-round patio
:

~

.

.

,

I! ·

~ Du_rha~, NH with all th~ fa~•h~1es of ~he

.

! . ·,. •

Rental Office at

~--""ll
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Straff~r~ House

14S~ff!!~2Ave.

Durham, N:H.
Office hours
.
9-t,M-f,., .
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Entertainment Alternative
-

p res en tS . ' ..,·
Sat. April 19th

Guitarist~Lucie ·

-~
~
~
r

Folk-Ethnic-Contemporary

,~

·s:OO~ 12_•rnidnight ·- Devine Room 7L

!

li

'

.·Coff~el1ows~ -.

r

Free Ad-mission
·Refr-eshments sold -

.i

l
i·

-~pcoming EventUNH Music Festival
Suf\day May 4th noon-5:30 ,
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RATES: $1.00 for 40 words per insertion
. Each additional run: .$1.00
All ads MUST be prep9id

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: _, _ _ _ _ To Run _

Advertiser's name: Address:
Phone: ·

times
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COLLEGE·
···• ·G RADUATE
.PlJRCHASE/
LEASE
PROGRAM
.

.

·• A $400 ALLOWANCE
· toward the purchase o r lease ,
of an elig ibie new 1986 Ford
· or Merc ury Vehicle

·

• SPECIAL FINANCING
through Ford Motor Credit .
Company for purchases or .:y

Available TorGraduates With A Bachelor's Degree, Advanced begree
or ·10 Nursing Graduates With A State RN License ...
.

Received Between October 1. 1985 ,and September 30, 1986

-

.

THIS TEMPO SELECT.Gt

LIMITED TIME 0-FFER
Apr.ii 1, 1986-August 31, 1986
ESCORT L
2 DOOR
• dual , bodyside paint
stripes
• select L package
• power steering
• bright trim rings
• w ide viny l bodyside
molding- ·
• tinted glass
• front & r ea r b umpe r
- rub stri ps
• 9L 2V 14· engine

TE ~
M PO -G-L
2 DOOR
• luxury sound package
_
-• bodyside moldings
• visor vanity mirrors
• bumper rub strips
• digital clock
• warning chimes .
• interval wipers

• automatic transaxle
• rear window defroster• AM/ FM 4-speake r
ste reo radio

-FOR ONLY
- $148.88
m on t h I y lease

• dual electric remote
mirrors
• power steering
Convenience Group• front center ~rm rest
• premfum sound system ·. _
• speed control
• tilt steering room
_
2.31 HSO EFI 14 engine
5-speed manual transaxle
rear window defroster Heavy duty battery

FORO-NLY
$188. '88 ·
m ·o·. ri:t h-L -lease ..
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TOUCHING

.

bottom of the f itst. Catcher
Cornelli~.r (.256, 11 runs) lined
a single to right. Shriner singled
to right and Wilkins laid down
a sacrifice bunt, .forcing Shriner
at second but moving Cornellier
to third . Jon Gilbert brought
him in with an infield gm.u nder.
That was all the run production
the Wildcat lineup could muster.
Tom Hendrick .came in to
relieve Teixeira and held Providence in check for the fourth
and fifth. The Wildcats sat .on
a 1-0 lead through six, but
Providenceexplodedforag.rand.·
·b•11
_· A·
~ 'l~~
slam off John Foss in the 'top
.:,,
i ...,_._. r~ i i ui,.,::::,
of •the seventh, and, thu,s, a 41 victory and a split ·of the
twinbill.
You ever wonder how hard it is to write a sports column? We're
Tne. Wildcats (9-8 overalt, J3 in league) will. travel to play not just talking. about interesting, informative, and stipetlative
the University of Maine, a examples (like this one) of the print medium. We're talking about .
regular participant in the Col- a r;e gular, everyday -type of sports column that you can read in
lege World Series, over the · almost any newspaper. · Before you can answ·e r the question, it
muse be determined what exactly .is needed to write a sports column.
weekend.
"Of course it will be a tough Should the writer(s) concentrate on what they feel is important,
three games," says Conner. or do they tailor the column towards their audience? Before that
','Maine has more money avail- question can be answered, though, exactly who, or what, is the
·
able for its baseball program audience must be arrived at.
than anyone else in the division · For the writers of this column, ~he audience question was decided
before we even started formulating the possibility of und~rtaking
(ECAC North)."
"We can't go in there and lay such a grand venture. (And, of course, a captive audience should
down for them," says Conner. never be underestimated.) Anyway, for other columnists, that
"It's very important that we generally isn't the case; they have to deal with the dilemna of
prove to Maine we know how identification: do they want to attract the ardent, die-hard sports
fan, or do they want to go after the general populace. If it's the
to play."
former, then the columnists must satisfy the war-mongering,
sophisticated arm -chair experts who believe it's their inalienable
right co second-guess coaches' and columnists' opinions alike.
If it's the latter, then the material has to be presented in a
form that even Laverne and Shirley wcmld understand: but, e';'en
more essential, the columnist must attract, an_d then sustain,
the interest of people who normally view the topic of sports
as a substitution for "Newer and more exciting spam and liver
combination recipes."
· ·
., That may be a rather harsh statement; but, for those of you~':·
who_~oc:isider yourself more closely aligrn;_d to the so-called sports
soph1st1cate, how do you defend the (spectacle) sport of boxing
against someone who is aghast at the uncouthness of sweat? Are"· ·you familiar with_the adage: animals sweat, men perspire, .a nd ·
women glow . The only glow associated with sporr·s should be·
on a ~a tter'. s face after· a home run, or a gymnast's acceptance
of a first -place score. Of course, there is a certain glow(er) on
most boxer's faces before, during, and after a fight; but, then
again we run into the aforementioned argument.
So w.here does the dif.f icult"y lie .in ·writing a sports column?
(In sports terminology, this last sent~nce is an attemptto tack
this. piece back toward the premise.) Assuming life is just filled
with "first -and -goal to go's" with
the touchdown options
(the columnist's direction, audience, .etc.) as proven by "Refrigerator" Perry, it should ·be no problem for the sports columnist
to produce a:n effective commodity, right? Everyday, every week,
or every month, "every" depending on the publication, a sports
coJumnist 's life should be a happy, promising adventure . It's ·
not like they have to cover wars or poverty like normal, everyday
journalists do, right?
·
.. As a _matte_r-of-fact, (and cliches like that one are taboo among
Mike Shriner leads the Wildcat baseball squad with six horn~ ru~s ~nd 27 RBI tbis season. UNH Journalists of note), a columnist's job is more attractive in many
ways to the sports beat reporter's: the beat reporter must attend
split with Providence Wednesday.(Ronit Larone photo)
the event he, or she, covers. (Hi Jackie Macmullan, Boston Globe.)
The columnist has a much more unrestricted life. The columnist
can attend a number of eve.nts and write abo'ut one, two, all, or·
none of them, depending on what the columnist feels like discussing.
Not a bad job, huh? :
, ·
.
.
.
Now comes the time to tell you the real purpose for writing .
By'Paula Schmitt
seconds ..
of Holyoke's Varsity boat. this week's column in such a manner: only one person, with the · '
The UNH women's crew ·
The No-wice race contained UNH gained a boat-length lead .initials A.F., is writing the column this week. My colleague, with _
t'eam hosted Mr: Holyoke Col.:. three boats from UNB and one within the first 20 strokes of the initials P.A., is fast becoming a TV personality and has less '
lege last weekend on the Oyste,r from Mt . H_olypke. Holyoke the race. Holyoke had no chance and less tim_e to co.nrribute to this experience. That's not a personal :
slam; my (and your) loss is channel 9's gain.
·
' ·
River, turning in first place · proved to be ·no competition for of catching up to the strength
And it's not like I didn't go out and do my job: l read The Boston
finishes ' in every race. . ' ·
· the Novice 'A' bo~t, they held and finesse of this UNH crew.
UNH proved to be too pow~ an incredible 4 boat-length lead UNH maintained a 3 . boat- Globe sports daily, looked over my Sports Illustrated and Sporting
erful a team, beating all of for most of the race, rowing with . length lead and gained even News issues, went to UNH women's lax -game (versus Dartmouth,
Holyoke's boats by a deci.sive an effective combination of more within 5:52, beating Ho- a 10-to-5 upset win) and a ~NH baseball game (versus Bowdoin,
a 10-to-8 victory), and to round out the week, I attended a spring
amount. The Wildcats perfor- technical prowess and ·aggres - lyoke by 18 seconds.
football
practice, a men's lax practice, ahd a men's track practice
.The , UNH women's team
mances showed why they are sion._The race centered around
travels to Boston this Saturday at UNH, not to mention a visit to the UNH v'arsity weight room
cpns.idered an emerging power . the UNH 'B', 'C' boats and
to take on Brown and Boston for a chat ,with varsity weight coach George Elder and a surprise
on the East, climbing the ranks Holyoke. The 'ff boat r~ced dead
appearance of two ex-UNH football greats, Arnold Garron and
with Division I schools.
even with Holyoke; with the 'C' university.
Ken Kaplan (who now plays for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers).
' · Th~ Second-Varisty boat boat close at hand for the first
To better my knowledge'of sports, I also checked out the associated
opened up the day's events with 1500 meters, yet UNH opened
sports file at WUNH, talked with both the men's and women's
press
a win, setting the tone for the up a lead with the effecnive
sp<)rts
information dire.ct.ors at UNH, and re-read, The Score
(continued from page 32)
outcome of the following races. sprint of the 'B' boat to the
.
newspaper,
New Hampshire's only state-wide sports publication.
UNH pulled ahead of Holyoke finish . UNH 'A' won with a
i
ght
abou.t
now you're saying, why me? No, next week,
So
r•
in the first 250 meters, obtain- time of 6:18, 'B\'6:38, Bolyoke . season is to get around 6500
~ pro~nise you'll s,ee_ more of the materiaf yo~'re used to ~eeingpoints,"
Wellington
said,
"and
ing a boat-length making up the 6:41, and UNH '.C 6:51.
distance that UNH and obThe Varisty-Eight race was I think I can do it. At Dart-· rn this column. Its JUSt that everyone has an off day; and today· .
I picked to be mine. See .ya' . next week. (Answer to last week's, ·
f<!ined: Nearing the finish, the lasf event of the day, and
mouth, there will be some
UNH opened up even. mo~e, (!f UNH showed ·its domination tough competition, and it should trivia qu,estion, will be given next week.)
,' a lead, beating Hqlyoke ·by 11 - · aga·in ·with ·a thorough beating : help my performance."

By Alan Adelman

· Head Coach Ted Conner
picked up career win n·umber
250 as his Wildcat baseball
squad S•plit a doubleh·e ader
against Big East opponent Providence on Wednesday afternoon.
UNH won the opener 5-2 but
came up short iµ the nightcap,
dropping a 4 - 1 decision. The
split came after a 10-7 win over
Bowdoin onTuesday.
Wildcat freshman hurler Rick
' Staba (2-0, 1.38 ERA) gave
UNH another solid performance in the first contest of the
twinbilLStaba picked up his first
complete game of the year,
allowing only three hits and no
earned runs against .an always
tpugh Providence lineup.
. "It's too bad we couldn't get
the sweep," says Connet. "Provi·d ence is a good ballclub. We
. need to get more consistent
hitting and increased run production."
.
The bats talli-ed all the runs
Staba needed in the third inning.
Senior catcher Rich Wilkins led
off the inning with a double; was
wild pitched to third and came
in on Bob Schuler' s- sacrifice fly
to right. Pete Cornellier followed with a walk and eventually scored on a Mike Shriner
(.43 7; 6 HRs, 27 RBI) single.
Shriner moved to second on a

wild pitch and capped the scoring when the Providence shortstop misplayed a 'g rounder off
the bat of Wildcat left fielder
Benjie Johns. ·
.
The UNH offense muscled '
up for two more runs in the
fourth. Third baseman Darrin
Marcou (.385, 15 RBI, 13 runs)
opened the inning with a double
to left. Wilkins, who has been
on a tear at the plate of late,
drove Marcou in, drilling a triple
to left center. Schuler knocked
another sacrifi~e fly to right to
score Wilkins.
The Wildcats held their five run advantage until the seventh.
Providen~e took advantage of
two errors by UNH shortstop
Mike Lassonde, two singles, ana
i walk to ruin Staba's bid for
a shutout.
"We're doing some good
things out there, but we've also
had some lapses," says Conner.
'.'I've been forced to play young
players in place of some of our
struggling starters. And it hasn't
al-rays worked out as well as I
had hoped."
Wildcat freshman mounds-··
man Joe Teixeira started the
second game. T~ixeira (1 - 1)
hurled three scoreless innings
and departed with a one -run
lead.
UNH' s lone run came in the
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Women's crew sinks Holyoke
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Sports
Wildc at lax-m entro unce BC Eagle s 16-4
By Marla G. Smith
The UNH men's lacrosse
team trounced · the Boston
College Eagles Wednesday night
.
·in Boston, 16-4.
"It was another good game,"
said UNH head coach Ted
Garber. "We were w-ellorganized and disciplined in
both ends of the field."
It was a game, like last weekend's · match aga.i nst Stony
Brook, in which every. team
member tasted action. The
Wildcat win boosted their record to 4-3.
UNH opened ·up 4-1 lead on
the Eagle in the first quarter.
UNH junior Barry Fra.s er .was
t he first to score :50 into the
game. Fraser was followed with
two goals from Tom Snow, and ·
a single goal by Steve Thomas.
Eagle Rich Baker scored BC s
only first half goal at 2:25 of
the first quarter.
UNH continued to dominate
in the second qua~ter with four
straight Wildcat goals from
J ohn Zwack, Fraser, and two
goals from Tom Arrix . UNH
led the end of the first half with
a sweeping 8-1 _lead.
The BC Eagles earned their .
second goal when Brian· McDonald scored in the third period.
However, UNH answered with The Witdcat ~ ,~n's lacrosse team cruised to an easy 16-4 thrashing of the Boston College Eagles Wednesday to improve its record
goals from Mike McCaffrey,
·
·
to 4-;1.(Marla G. Smith file photo)
Kevin Growney and Brend.a n
·
O'Brien. The third quarter came ing ·to 17 goals. Arrix (11) and · ,
to a close at 11-2, Wildcats.
~~;:::.rey(9)follow asleading
In a last minute attempt to
The Wildcats face St. John's
Eathe
opponents,
their
catch
meters. Then came .an unforalso affected Wellington.
gles scored twice in the fourth this Saturday in New York By Dan Bustard
At the Boston College Relays, . \'I can't wait for my allergies tunate mishap in the high jump.
quarter with goals from Chris before returning for five home
UNH's Mike Wellington fin- -to let up," said Wellington, Having cleared 5-8 ½, Wellinggames.
Pascale and Chris Maciel. ·
St. John's was defeated by ished second in the decathlon. "then I can really go for an above ton easily jumped over 5-11, but
The W ildcats completely dominated the Eagles in the fourth Army last week (13-6) and by · Connecticut's Jack Prior, last 6000 point performance. In mv his forward momentum caused
next decathlon (Dartmouth his heel to graze the bar enough
quarter and raised theu score the University of Massachusetts year's champion, was first with
in · 1 ½ w~eks), I am to knock it off. "I was kind of
Relays
scored
Wellington
.
points.
6,586
.
(9-6).
by five points with goals from
freshman Brian Quirk, Steve · "St. John's is a verv strong ' 5969 points, a personal best and shooting for between 6200 and disappointed with that," Wel- .
.
Zamojski, Frank Fiore, Bill team," said Coa<;h Garber. "They . new school record by 199 points. 6300. The track is faster than lington said.
However after a PR of 52.9
beat us last year 9-6. It's · a big Pat Rowan of .Bowdoin was at BC, and the field event
Cragg, and Zwack.
in the 400-meter run, he was
facilities are much better."
' third with 4881 points.
Fraser's two goals against BC, game for ·both teams."
Welwind,
in second place at the end 9f the
head
the
Despite
indinot
did
conditions
The
.
scorb_o asted his team-leadin_g
cate that such a performance lington's 100 time of 11.8 se- first day, despite not having won
was possible for Wellington. conds is only .one tenth off his a single event: "That gave me
Although the weather wasn't Personal Record (PR). He fol- a lot of confidence for the second
bad, a stiff head wind greeted lowed that with a 5.96 meter • day," s'aid Wellington. ·
The . 110-meter hurdles
coinpet1tors in the 100-meter long jump. His first PR came
dash, the first event. Allergies in the shot put, a throw of 11.49 opened the second day, and
Wellington broke through· with
his first individual victory with
a time o-f 16.2, edging UConn's
Prior by one-tenth of a second.
He continued to rack up points
in the discus, and set his fourth
PR with a pole vault of 3.51
meters.
By Chris Urick
While warming up for the
to make it 11-2, but UNH wor:e ·
The UNH women's lacrosse down the less experienced Hus- next event, the javelin, "Beef,"
team bullied around Northeast- kies and when Geromini scored as his teammates call him, threw
ern yesterday in Boston to the with twelve seconds left, 'the 188'. But when the ·competition
tune of 16-4. The Wildcats' team went home with ·the con- started, he could only muster
a best of.166', still good enough
record now stands at 6-2, and · vincing victory.
High scorers on the afternoon · to win the javelin. In the final
. they are currently ranked fourth
for the Wildcats were Geromini event, the 15000, Wellington
nationally.
It didn't take the Wildcats too with six goals and one assist, tried -to stay with Prior as long
long to take the lead 1 -as K,n·n Pauline Collins, who had three as he could. "This way I was
Gerornini scored the first of her goals and two assists, Haynes assured a fast time," said Welsix goals only twenty seconds who had three goals, and fresh- lington. His time of 4.44.5 was
into the contest. Northeastern man Em~ly Stoddard who had good enough for his fifth PR
· tied it at one as Gail Zimmer- two goals. Zimmerman scored of the day·, giving him second
.
man beat UNH's Cathy Narsiff, all four of Northeastern's goals. place overall.
but from there it was all UNH N arsiff recorded 14 saves for . "Mike did one hec}<. of a job
as the 'Cats would score the hext UNH, and Patty McCany also out there those two _days,'' said
Coach Jim Boulanger, "but he
eleven goals. The Wildcats' had 14 for Northeastern.
dominance led to a convincing . Next up for the Wildcats is has three more to go. Da·rra tough, nationally ranked Uni- mouth, New Englands and
10-1 halftime lead.
UNH picked up where they versity of Massachusetts team IC4As."
"My goal for the end of the
left off in the second half as on Saturday. Game time in.
Suzie Havnes scored to make Amherst is slated for. 10:30 'am. · · OECA TI-Il.ON,.page 31
Pauline Collins scored three goals in the women's lacrosse
it 11-1. Zimmerman countered
team's_16-4 win ye·s terday.(Ronit Larone file photo)
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